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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF BLOCKED FORCE
DETERMINATION ON AN OFFSET INTERFACE FOR PLATE AND SHELL
STRUCTURES AND DUCT ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS

Blocked force determination is an alternative to the more routine method of inverse
force determination using classical transfer path analysis. One advantage of determining
blocked forces is that there is no need for the source to be detached or isolated from the
system. Results are, in theory, valid so long as blocked forces are determined at the
interface between the source and receiver system under the assumption that the interface
is well defined. Another advantage is that calculated blocked forces are appropriate when
modifications are made on the receiver side of the interface. This insures that the blocked
forces are suitable for utilization in analysis models where receiver system modifications
are considered. Difficulties in using the approach arise when interface locations are
difficult to instrument. This thesis demonstrates that blocked forces may also be
determined along a continuous interface offset from bolted connections or isolators
making the method more convenient to use. This offset interface strategy is demonstrated
for plate and shell structures using both simulation and measurement. Recommendations
are made for selecting the number of forces and blocked force locations along this offset
interface.

The number of blocked forces required will be prohibitive at higher frequencies
since the structural wavelength is inversely proportional to the square root of frequency.
An uncorrelated blocked force method is applied at high frequencies and the predicted
results are validated for different structural systems. It is shown that predicted results in
one-third octave bands are accurate using the uncorrelated assumption.
Similar approaches are then used for the analogous acoustic case where acoustic
blocked sources are positioned on a cross-sectional plane inside a duct. It is demonstrated
that correlated and uncorrelated assumptions can be used to predict the sound pressure
level downstream of the source at low and high frequencies respectively. This approach
can likely be used to simulate acoustic sources in heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning ducts above the plane wave cutoff frequency.
KEYWORDS: Transfer Path Analysis, Blocked Force, Acoustic Blocked Source, Offset
Interface, Uncorrelated Sources.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction

Machinery used to transport people or perform useful work creates unwanted noise
that people find objectionable if it exceeds a certain level. For example, people-moving
equipment like automobiles, trucks, trains, boats, or airplanes produces noise sources that
are unacceptable if left untreated. In buildings, large air moving equipment produces
noise that is quieted using a silencer system. This noise will degrade both livability and
speech intelligibility if no treatments are added. Other examples of noisy equipment
include construction and earthmoving machinery, power generators run on internal
combustion engines, and fluid-moving equipment such as pumps and compressors.
Acoustic experts often create source-path-receiver maps, like that shown in Figure 11, to better understand the sources of noise and how they propagate. For example, the
noise sources identified in the figure result from the engine working and an oil pump.
There are two primary paths from the engine. One will be vibration of the engine which
propagates energy though the mounts into the vehicle frame. Vibration of the frame in
turn produces vibration in panels which then radiate sound into the surroundings.
Another source of noise is combustion noise. Noise propagates from the combustion
chamber to the outside air through the exhaust system. The third pathway noted is from
an oil pump into the connecting piping. The pulsating fluid propagates energy through the
piping to panels which radiate noise.
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Figure 1-1 Source path receiver map
The use of numerical simulation to model structure and acoustic energy paths has
become standard practice in many industries. Finite element analysis is used to model the
structure whereas either finite and boundary element analysis is used to simulate the
acoustic fluid (which is normally air). In recent years, finite element analysis has been
preferred for both structure-borne and airborne paths due to innovations in creating
meshes, special boundary conditions for radiation problems, and computational speed
improvements.
Though simulation of the path is straightforward, models of the sources are more
difficult to create and validate. Source models normally are in the time domain and
consequently take much longer to solve. Time steps need to be small in order to model
the high frequency sources which are frequently of greatest interest to engineers.
Moreover, source models are difficult to validate because direct measurement of the
forces is often impossible.
In recent years, methods to determine forces using indirect means have become
commonplace. Accelerations are measured on the structure, paths between forces and
response locations are characterized by either measurement or simulation, and forces are
determined using an inverse procedure. Engineers find that the forces are more
representative than those obtained by direct simulation.
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The most widely used of these methods is transfer path analysis or TPA (2007).
TPA steps are as follows: a) responses are measured at several locations while the source
is operating, b) transfer functions between the respective response and input force
locations are measured on the receiver structure with the source disconnected, and c) the
inverse forces are calculated using a least squares approach using the data from the
previous two steps.
There are two notable drawbacks with using TPA. First, it is frequently difficult to
isolate the source from the receiving structure. Secondly, the determined inverse forces
are often used in simulation to drive modifications on the receiver structure even though
it is well known that the inverse forces change as the receiver structure is altered.
Janssens and Verheij (2000) considered variant approach termed pseudo-force
determination. Forces, termed pseudo-forces, are determined at positions that are
convenient to instrument. No distinction is made between the source and the receiver
structure. Forces are often found on covers or casings for structures like pumps or
electric motors where actual force locations are internal to the machine. Janssens et al.
(2002) used pseudo-forces to reliably determine the response for a small air-compressor.
However, the number of pseudo-forces selected may not be sufficient and depends on
guesswork. In addition, there is no guarantee that the pseudo-forces will be useful if a
change is made to the system. Hence, forces may not be useful in models particularly if
those models will be used to assess the effect of modifications.
Moorhouse et al. (2009) introduced an in situ blocked forces method. Blocked forces
are defined on the boundary or interface between source and receiver system. The
difference between the blocked force method and classical TPA is that the source remains
attached to the receiver structure while transfer functions are measured. Moorhouse et al.
(2009) proved mathematically that the receiver structure can be modified and the blocked
forces remain valid. Thus, blocked forces are useful for examining the effect of
modifications using a simulation model. If the receiver structure is removed altogether,
3

blocked forces should bring about the same interface vibration as the operational forces
of the machinery. Blocked forces can be thought of as the reaction forces on the interface
if the source is attached to a rigid receiver structure.
Note that an important requirement for use of a blocked force approach is that forces
must be defined on an interface between the source and receiver. For measurement
practicality, blocked forces are usually defined at discrete positions along the interface.
The research documented in this thesis investigates how many discrete positions are
required if only translational forces are assumed. In addition, the suitability of using an
interface that is offset from the more natural interface between source and receiver is
considered because interfaces between components in real world systems are frequently
difficult to instrument.
The number of required blocked forces is a function of frequency and more discrete
forces will be required at higher frequencies. This thesis will also investigate a
simplification to the approach that can be used at higher frequencies.
The final component of the thesis is an extension of the procedure to acoustic
systems. It will be shown that acoustic blocked sources on a plane can be used to
represent an acoustic source.
1.2

Thesis Objective

The virtue of using blocked forces is that results should be valid so long as the
source structure remains unchanged. However, an interface between source and receiving
structures must be defined. The current work is aimed at using a virtual or user-selected
interface in cases where the source-receiver interface is not easy to identify or instrument.
The interface is located on the receiving structure and guidelines based on bending
wavelength for assigning an appropriate number of blocked forces along the interface are
recommended. The determined blocked forces are used to predict the response and then
4

that response is compared with direct measurement to validate the approach. Thus, the
first objective of this thesis is to validate that an offset interface can be used. The second
objective is to determine how many discrete blocked forces are required along this
interface.
The use of an offset interface will simplify the measurement procedure in many
cases. However, the number of blocked forces needed is dependent on the structure itself,
and measurement effort becomes prohibitive. With this in mind, another component of
the research reported in this thesis is to evaluate an approximate method to determine
input forces which requires fewer measurements. This is accomplished by assuming that
the input forces are assumed to be uncorrelated with each other. Stated differently, phase
between sources is ignored. This is a common strategy applied in vibro-acoustic analyses
at high frequencies. The measurement process of uncorrelated blocked force method is
the same as correlated assumption. Hence the same data can be used for either approach.
The third objective is to demonstrate that an uncorrelated blocked force approach can
produce acceptable results at high frequencies. The fourth objective is to assess how
many discrete uncorrelated blocked forces are required.
After validating the blocked force approach for structural systems, an analogous
procedure is used to determine sources for acoustic systems. Acoustic blocked sources
are determined on a cross-sectional plane in a duct using a similar inverse procedure and
it is demonstrated that the sources can be used to predict the sound pressure after the
system is modified downstream of the source. The procedure is validated both
experimentally and also using simulation. The developed procedure can be used to model
acoustic sources above the plane wave cutoff frequency (i.e., the frequency of the first
cross-mode) of square ducts. This procedure should be useful in heating, ventilation, and
air conditioning applications.

5

1.3

Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows.
This chapter (Chapter 1) has introduced the need and practicality of determining
blocked forces while noting that best practices for applying the method are not well
developed. This thesis aims to develop best practices for selecting the number of blocked
forces and for best utilizing the blocked forces to determine the response at both low and
high frequencies.
Chapter 2 provides background on transfer path analysis (TPA) approaches including
classical TPA, the pseudo force method, and the in situ blocked force method. The
advantages and drawbacks of each method are discussed. For all three methods, an
inverse matrix calculation will be needed, which can amplify the effect of measurement
error in the transfer function matrix. Methods for reducing that error are reviewed
including singular value rejection and regularization approaches.
Chapter 3 validates that blocked forces may be determined along a continuous
interface offset from the actual interface between source and receiver making the method
more convenient to use. This offset interface strategy is demonstrated for thin plate and
shell structures using both simulation and measurement. Recommendations based on
structural bending wavelength are made for selecting the number of blocked forces on a
continuous interface. Modifications are made in the receiver subsystem to validate that
the blocked forces on a continuous interface are valid even if the receiver is modified.
Chapter 4 examines a difficulty with the blocked force method at high frequencies.
Bending wavelength decreases with frequency increasing in plates and shells and it is
anticipated that additional blocked forces will be required above a certain frequency
significantly increasing the measurement time and effort. It is demonstrated that errors do
indeed become unacceptable at high frequencies. A simplification to the method where
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phase is ignored (i.e., sources are uncorrelated with one another) is introduced and it is
shown that results are improved.
Chapter 5 examines whether similar procedures can be used to determine analogous
acoustic monopole sources in acoustic duct systems. The method is validated both using
acoustic finite element simulation and experimentation. In addition, it is demonstrated
that the uncorrelated approximation introduced in Chapter 4 can also be applied to
acoustic systems.
Chapter 6 summarizes the research, contributions to the state-of-the-art, and gives
suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

Transfer path analysis or TPA refers to a class of measurement techniques in which
transfer functions are measured between source and receive locations. If a source (i.e., a
force or acoustic volume velocity) is quantified, the contribution of that source to the
total response can be found by finding the product of the transfer function and source.
Hence, TPA approaches are frequently used to better understand how much different
sources contribute to the response and what reduction in response can be realized by
reducing that contribution.
The earliest TPA studies investigated the transfer of energy from engines to the
frame in military vehicles Ungar et al. (1966). In the 1960's, TPA was used to study
fatigue and stability issues in airplanes and spacecraft On (1967). TPA approaches are
now used in applications ranging from automotive, heating and refrigeration, and power
generating equipment. The automotive industry frequently uses TPA to rank the
contributions from individual engine isolators Auweraer (2007). Isolator forces can be
inferred from the isolator dynamic stiffness and the relative displacement between
opposing sides of the isolator. The product of the force and path (transfer function) can
then be used to find the contribution to the response.
TPA software is now available from several vendors including Siemens, Bruel
and Kjaer, Muller BBM, and Head Acoustics. Though software is commercially available,
the number of experts utilizing the method in industry is limited. Much of this work is
focused on using the methods to identify contributions.
Another application of growing interest is the use of TPA for source identification
Plunt (2005). Sources are normally translational forces or acoustic monopoles. There are
four steps to the process and the first two steps can be performed in either order. 1)
Transfer functions are measured between sources and receiver positions with the machine
turned off. To make the measurements easier, transfer functions are sometimes
8

determined reciprocally by switching the source and receiver positions. 2) Responses are
measured at selected positions with the source active. As a rule of thumb, the number of
responses is normally two or three times the number of sources. 3) Unknown sources are
determined using an inverse least squares process. 4) A validation step is normally
performed to assess whether the inversely determined sources are usable. This check
consists of multiplying the inversely determined blocked forces by transfer functions and
summing to determine the response at positions not previously used in Step 3.
Comparisons are made with direct measurement to assess the quality of the blocked
forces.
Inverse force determination is the main concern of the research detailed in this thesis.
There are 3 different TPA methods that have been used to determine inverse forces.
These approaches are called classical TPA, pseudo force determination, and blocked
force determination. The approaches each rely on using measured responses and transfer
functions to determine inverse forces. The differences between the methods lie in the way
that transfer functions are measured. In classical TPA, forces are determined on an
interface between the source and receiver, and transfer functions are measured with the
source component removed or isolated. In pseudo-force determination, forces are
inversely determined on the source itself, and the source and receiver are not separated
when measuring transfer functions. In blocked force determination, forces are determined
on the interface between the source and receiver, and transfer functions are measured
with source and receiver components still connected.
There is another classification of approaches that have been termed operational TPA.
Even though some nomenclature is shared, the method is very different from the
aforementioned methods. The method does not use transfer functions but instead uses the
ratios of responses. For example, the accelerations between source and receiver
components are commonly measured while the system is operating. It is normally used
to assess contributions from different sources and assumes that the acceleration at a
9

source location is mainly due to the sources. This is often not true particularly at low
frequencies Janssens (2008). This particular approach will not be discussed in detail in
this work.
2.1

Classical Transfer Path Analysis

Transfer function methods are common in vibration and acoustics. Transfer path
analysis or TPA is an inclusive term that has been used describe many different transfer
function approaches. There have been numerous papers [Crocker (2007), Auweraer et. al
(2007), van der Seijs et. al (2016), Klerk and Ossipov (2010), Gajdatsy et. al (2010)] on
the topic and its applications. One of the most notable is the work of Verheij (1980) who
studied the transmission of structural energy through resilient mounts. Verheij used the
mount stiffness approach to identify the forces and moments experimentally. This is a
suitable approach for input force characterization so long as the isolator stiffness can be
determined a priori. The dynamic stiffnesses of spring and rubber isolators can be
measured or simulated though models normally must be tuned to correlate well with
experiment. However, relatively rigid connects like bolts are rivets are difficult to
measure or simulate. Direct instrumentation of the contact surface is impractical in most
cases.
Assuming isolator properties are not available, an inverse approach is used to
determine the interface or contact forces [Verheij (1997), Janssens and Verheij (2000),
Moorhouse et. al (2009), K. Chen and D. W. Herrin (2020)]. The term classical TPA is
used to refer to the inverse force determination approach where the source is removed
from the receiver subsystem when transfer functions are measured.
A dynamic system with source subsystem A and receiver subsystem B is
schematically depicted in Figure 2-1 (a). Two subsystems can be considered: the source
subsystem A containing excitation forces {𝐟𝐦 } and the receiver subsystem B including
10

the acceleration responses of interest {𝐚𝐑 }. The two subsystems are connected at the
interface through contact points or surfaces. Contacts might include isolators, bolts,
rivets, welds, etc.

Figure 2-1 Classical TPA (a) Assembled System AB (b) Receiver Subsystem B
Figure 2-1 is representative of a wide range of practical problems in which a system
can be decomposed into source and receiver components. Source components may refer
to engines, electrical motors, gear boxes, pumps, and other mechanical equipment.
Receiver components are those which are connected to the source. Assume that the
operational forces {𝐟𝐦 } are difficult to measure directly. Instead, an interface or contact
force {𝐟𝐓𝐏𝐀 } is determined using an inverse approach.
Assume that the system is linear and that the responses can be related to the inputs
via transfer functions. In that case,
{𝐚} = [𝐆]{𝐟}

(2.1)

where the matrix [𝐆] is a matrix of transfer functions. Note that this matrix will be
frequency dependent. Each term in the transfer function matrix is determined by
impacting the structure at an input location and measuring the acceleration at a receiver
location. Hence,
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𝐆𝐢𝐣 =

𝐚𝐢
𝐟𝐣

(2.2)

where 𝐚𝐢 is acceleration at position i and 𝐟𝐣 is the force at position j. Transfer functions
are measured with the source disconnected from the receiver so that the reaction forces
are guaranteed to be zero at all the other input locations when the structure is excited.
Transfer functions may also be determined reciprocally with the source and receiver
swapped. The inverse forces are then found using
{𝐟} = [𝐆]−𝟏 {𝐚}

(2.3)

Where the number of response locations normally exceeds the number of forces. As a
rule of thumb, the number of responses should be 2 to 3 times as many as the number of
inputs.
Since the forces normally cannot be directly measured, the quality of the solution is
assessed in the following way. A matrix of transfer functions [𝐇] between responses and
forces not previously used for the inverse calculation in Equation (2.3) is measured. The
responses at the response locations are then determined using
{𝐭} = [𝐇]{𝐟}

(2.4)

where {𝐭} are responses at target or check locations. The calculated responses {𝐭} are
compared with direct measurements at these locations. If the agreement between
calculated response and direct measurement is judged to be acceptable, the inverse force
calculation is judged to be successful. Karlsson (1996) noted that the inverse sources are
not unique, so several sets of inverse sources may produce the same acceleration.
Accordingly, inverse forces are acceptable if they are representative of the actual forces
by producing the same response.
Note that the contribution from the force to the acceleration at a given point is just
𝐚𝐢 = 𝐆𝐢𝐣 𝐟𝐣
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(2.5)

Contributions from individual forces are frequently compared and ranked to identify
which path is dominant. Classical TPA approaches are commonly used in industry
applications to rank sources.
However, the forces determined using a classical TPA approach are no longer usable
after a change is made to the system on the source or receiver side of the interface.
Classical TPA forces are a characteristic of both the force and the entire assembled
system including the receiver component. Hence, classical TPA forces cannot be used to
drive design modifications to the vibration path. This makes the forces unusable for
analysis purposes.
2.2

Pseudo Force

TPA practitioners have often strayed from the classical TPA formula of measuring
transfer functions without the source. In likely the most reference work, Janssens and
Verheij (2000) selected forces on the source component though not at the actual force
locations. They termed these unknowns pseudo forces since they are a facsimile of the
real forces acting on the source component. Transfer functions were determined with
both the source and receiver components connected to each other. Alternatively, the
method can be applied to a standalone source component. Janssens et. al (2002)
demonstrated that the calculated pseudo forces could be used to determine the responses
at target locations for a small air compressor bolted to a rectangular frame.
Suppose a source subsystem is connected to a receiver subsystem as shown in Figure
2-2(a). A set of pseudo force {𝐟𝐩𝐬𝐞𝐮𝐝𝐨 } is applied on the outer surface of the source to
cancel out the response of the operational forces {𝐟𝐦 } transmitted through the interface to
the receiver side, so {𝐚𝐑 } = 𝟎. If the pseudo forces are now applied in the opposite
direction as shown in Figure 2-2(b), the response in Subsystem B should be similar.
Pseudo forces are normally selected at locations that are easily impacted or instrumented.
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For example, forces might be selected on a pump housing rather than on the internals of a
pump which are difficult to access.

Figure 2-2 Pseudo force (a) Cancelling out the responses from source (b) Providing the
same responses with source turned down
The choice of pseudo forces is not unique. Some guidelines can be recommended.
For example, it is recommended to have a minimum of 6 orthogonal pseudo forces if the
source can be considered as a rigid body in motion. At higher frequencies, the number of
pseudo forces can be judged sufficient if they produce roughly the same response at a
target location. Stated another way, the pseudo forces should be sufficient to reproduce
the main contributing modes to the response. However, the pseudo forces are not
anticipated to be equal to the operational excitation and will not necessarily provide a
clear understanding of the operational excitation mechanism.
The flexibility of the pseudo force method is its main advantage e. The choice of
force locations should be guided by experience. Some simple guidelines Janssens et. al
(2002) include:
a) locating pseudo forces at easily accessible locations.
b) distributing forces evenly over the source component surface.
c) selecting enough pseudo forces to adequately excite the main contributing
vibrational modes.
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The measurement process is similar to classical TPA. The differences are: (1) the
positions of the indicator response do not have to be on the receiver subsystem only.
Instead they can be spaced on the whole assembled system. (2) the source does not need
to be isolated from the system during transfer function measurement. Though the
measurement process is simpler because measurements are made with the system intact,
there are some important limitations. These include the method:
a) being less suitable for high modal density sources such as thin plates
b) assuming that forces applied at the accessible surfaces of the source can
adequately excite the system
c) offering no guarantee that the pseudo forces remain the same after the system
(source and/or receiver components) is modified.
2.3

In Situ Blocked Force

The procedure for determining blocked forces is similar to what has been described
for pseudo forces. The essential difference is that blocked forces must be located along a
source - receiver interface. Suppose a source subsystem is connected to a receiver
subsystem as shown in Figure 2-3(a). A set of blocked forces {𝐟𝐛𝐥 } is applied on the
interface between the source and receiver so that the response on the receiver side of the
interface is zero or {𝐚𝐫 } = 𝟎. The blocked forces are the same as the reaction forces at
the interface if the receiver structure is rigid. Assuming that {𝐟𝐛𝐥 } is now applied at the
interface and {𝐟𝐦 } is zero, Moorhouse et al. (2009) proved mathematically that the
blocked forces will produce the same response on the receiver subsystem so long as the
source subsystem is still attached to the receiver subsystem. Lennstrom et al. (2016)
demonstrated experimentally for an automotive source attached to a frame that the
calculated blocked forces were valid for various receiver structures.
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The blocked forces can be considered as a special set of pseudo-forces applied at the
interface. Along a continuous interface like a weld line, the blocked forces will consist of
both forces and moments that will be defined continuously along the interface. The user
will need to define a subset of discrete blocked forces along the interface that is
representative of the full set. The main difficulty in using the method is assessing how
many blocked forces will be sufficient. Meggitt et al. (2018) suggested a criterion for
checking the completeness of discrete blocked forces along the interface. However, the
practical use of this criterion is suspect because it depends on measuring transfer
functions between the operational force locations {𝐟𝐦 } and the interface response for
several reasons. First, input force locations on the source are inaccessible or difficult to
locate in many real world cases. Secondly. applying this criterion requires measurement
of an additional set of transfer functions which greatly increases the measurement effort.

Figure 2-3 Blocked force (a) Cancelling out the responses from source (b) Providing the
same responses with source turned down
The proof by Moorhouse et al. (2009) is repeated in the discussion which follows.
Consider two subsystems A and B which together comprise system C as shown in Figure
2-4. Subsystems A and B are the source and receiver respectively. The interface between
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the two subsystems is c; a and b are response locations on subsystems A and B
respectively.

Figure 2-4 Assembled system C, comprising source subsystem A and receiver subsystem
B
𝐘, 𝐯, 𝐟 refer to mobilities, velocities and forces respectively, with lower and upper
case letters representing vectors and matrices respectively. For example, 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐚 is the
mobility of substructure B, excited at a, with response at c. 𝐯𝐛 is the operational velocity
at b and 𝐟𝐜 is the force at interface c. Harmonic excitation is assumed throughout the
derivation.
For classical TPA, the forces at the interface 𝐟𝐜 are obtained by inverting the 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜
matrix in
𝐯𝐛 = 𝐘𝐁.𝐛𝐜 𝐟𝐜

(2.6)

The measurement process has been previously described. The mobilities 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 are
measured with source isolated from the assembled system. The contact forces 𝐟𝐜 can be
used to evaluate the relative importance of different structure-borne sound paths, but they
cannot be used to predict the effect of modifications to the receiver subsystem. The
contact forces are a characteristic of both the source subsystem and the receiver
subsystem and they will change if the receiver subsystem changes.
The contact forces 𝐟𝐜 can be expressed in terms of the free velocity of the source 𝐯𝐟𝐬
as:
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−𝟏

𝐟𝐜 = [𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜 + 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜 ] 𝐯𝐟𝐬

(2.7)

where the free velocity 𝐯𝐟𝐬 and blocked force 𝐟𝐛𝐥 are related by:
𝐯𝐟𝐬 = 𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜 𝐟𝐛𝐥

(2.8)

Substituting Equation (2.7) and (2.8) into Equation (2.6) gives:
−𝟏

𝐯𝐛 = {𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 [𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜 + 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜 ] 𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜 } 𝐟𝐛𝐥

(2.9)

If the passive of assembled system C is excited by an external force 𝐟 ′ , the resulting
velocity at c is
𝐯𝐜′ = 𝐘𝐂,𝐜𝐜 𝐟 ′

(2.10)
′

′

where the prime indicates external excitation at c. The velocity at c and b (𝐯𝐜 and 𝐯𝐛 ) in
′

the assembly are related to the interface force 𝐟𝐜 by
−𝟏 ′
−𝟏 ′
𝐟𝐜′ = 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜
𝐯𝐛 = 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜
𝐯𝐜

(2.11)

Substituting Equation (2.10) into Equation (2.11) and rearranging we get
−𝟏
𝐯𝐛′ = 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜
𝐘𝐂,𝐜𝐜 𝐟 ′

(2.12)

The mobilities at interface c are in parallel with each other and the equivalent mobility
for the system C can be expressed as
−𝟏
−𝟏
−𝟏
𝐘𝐂,𝐜𝐜
= 𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜
+ 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜

(2.13)

Combing Equation (2.12) and (2.13), the velocity at b can be
−𝟏

−𝟏

−𝟏
−𝟏
−𝟏
𝐯𝐛′ = 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜
(𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜
+ 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜
) 𝐟 ′ = {𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 [𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜 + 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜 ] 𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜 } 𝐟 ′

(2.14)
′

Note that 𝐟 ′ are the external forces applied at c for the assembled system and 𝐯𝐛 is the
velocity at b for the assembled system. Thus, we have
−𝟏

𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 [𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜 + 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐜 ] 𝐘𝐀,𝐜𝐜 = 𝐘𝐂,𝐛𝐜

(2.15)

Substituting Equation (2.15) into (2.9) gives:
𝐯𝐛 = 𝐘𝐂,𝐛𝐜 𝐟𝐛𝐥 = 𝐘𝐂,𝐜𝐛 𝐟𝐛𝐥

(2.16)

The left-hand side of Equation is the operational velocity measured at receiver positions
on subsystem B and can be the same locations as those used for classical TPA. The first
term on the right-hand side of the equation is the mobility relating receiver responses b
on subsystem B to forces at the interface c. In practice, the reciprocity principle can be
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used if it is difficult to apply input forces on the interface. In that case, input forces will
be applied at receiver responses b and output responses data will be measured at the
interface c. Therefore, 𝐘𝐂,𝐜𝐛 is measured instead of 𝐘𝐂,𝐛𝐜 , if reciprocity is used.
2.4

Ill Conditioning of Inverse Matrix Calculation

2.4.1

Singular Value Rejection

Regardless of whether classical TPA, pseudo force method or blocked force method
is used, a measured mobility matrix must be inverted and multiplied by the operational
response data to determine the inverse forces of interest. However, the calculated input
forces can be unreliable due to ill conditioning of the mobility matrix.
In notable classical TPA work, Thite and Thompson (2003) utilized singular value
rejection and Tikhonov regularization to deal with the ill conditioning problem. For the
singular value rejection method, the mobility matrix 𝐘 can be decomposed as 𝐘 = 𝐔𝐒𝐕 𝐇
where 𝐔, 𝐕 are unitary matrices, H indicates the Hermitian transpose and 𝐒 is a diagonal
matrix containing the singular values 𝐬𝐢 . The reconstructed input forces (for example the
blocked forces 𝐟𝐛𝐥 ) can be expressed as:
𝐟𝐛𝐥 = 𝐕𝐒 −𝟏 𝐔𝐇 𝐯𝐛

(2.17)

The small singular values in matrix 𝐒 can result in large errors in the inverse calculation.
Therefore, it is recommended to discard singular values smaller than a selected threshold
value, so singular values smaller than the threshold are replaced by 0 after the inverse
matrix calculation. Nonetheless, this poses a dilemma. On one hand it is preferred to
discard small singular values but on the other hand there is a risk of discarding important
information from the measurement data. Therefore, choosing a suitable threshold for the
rejection of singular values becomes important.
Janssens et al. (1999) suggested that the threshold to reject the singular values can be
based on the error of the mobility matrix 𝐘. A threshold based on mobility matrix error is
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suitable for situations where the main source of error is from the mobility matrix.
However, the operational responses also are a source of error, especially when the
measurement is performed in a high background noise environment. Therefore, with the
error in operational responses being dominant, Janssens et al. (2002) proposed a threshold
based on the contribution of individual singular values to the operational responses.
According to this criterion, smaller singular values are rejected if they contribute less
than the estimated error in the measurement of operational responses.
Both singular value threshold criteria have limitations. For example, the threshold
based on operational response error is inappropriate if the mobility error is dominant
compared to response error. Although response errors are dominant in situations,
mobility error will be dominant at antiresonance frequencies. For most practical cases,
the larger error depends on the frequency. Hence, neither threshold should be applied at
all frequencies.
Thite and Thompson (2003) developed a method which can produce reliable results
by using the perturbation technique for the mobility matrix and rejecting perturbed
singular values using a threshold based on response error norm. The perturbation
technique works especially well when the errors in the operational responses are small
compared with those in the mobility matrix. When the response errors are large, singular
value rejection based on them will reduce the error amplification, and the perturbation
will not have much effect since perturbation mainly affects the smaller singular values
which are already rejected. Therefore, the combination of the perturbation technique on
mobility matrix and threshold based on response error should produce reliable results
whether the error is in the responses or the mobility matrix.
2.4.2

Tikhonov Regularization

Instead of rejecting the singular values based on a threshold, the singular values can
also be weighted such as in Tikhonov (1977) regularization. The measured operational
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responses 𝐯𝐛 and the measured mobility matrix 𝐘 may contain errors that are unknown.
Therefore, the reconstructed blocked forces 𝐟𝐛𝐥 may not be accurate, and a measurement
error vector 𝐞 can be defined as:
𝐞 = 𝐯𝐛 − 𝐘𝐟𝐛𝐥

(2.18)

To minimize the measurement error 𝐞, Tikhonov suggested minimizing a cost function
given by
𝐇
𝐉 = 𝐦𝐢𝐧{(𝐞𝐇 𝐞) + (𝐟𝐛𝐥
𝐟𝐛𝐥 )}

(2.19)

where  is the regularization parameter to be determined. The minimization of the cost
function results in the following expression for the reconstructed blocked forces:
𝐟𝐛𝐥 = (𝐘 𝐇 𝐘 + 𝐈)−𝟏 𝐘 𝐇 𝐯𝐛

(2.20)

which can also be written in terms of the singular value decomposition of the mobility
matrix:
𝐟𝐛𝐥 = 𝐕(𝐒 𝐇 𝐒 + 𝐈)−𝟏 𝐒 𝐇 𝐔𝐇 𝐯𝐛

(2.21)

For the reconstructed blocked forces, the singular values are now 𝐬𝐢 /(𝐬𝐢𝟐 + ) after
inverse matrix calculations. The challenge of Tikhonov regularization is to select an
appropriate regularization parameter  that can minimize the cost function.
In Choi et al. (2006), three different methods, ordinary cross validation (OCV)
(1974), generalized cross validation (GCV) (1979) and L-curve (1993) criterion were
compared for selecting the Tikhonov regularization parameter. For the OCV method, the
𝐤
blocked force vector 𝐟𝐛𝐥
is determined using Equation (2.20) with the operational

response except one target response. The target response is reconstructed by multiplying
𝐤
𝐟𝐛𝐥
and 𝐲 𝐤 , where 𝐲 𝐤 is the vector containing the k th row of mobility matrix 𝐘. The

difference is calculated between the measure target response 𝐯𝐛𝐤 and the estimated target
𝐤
response 𝐲 𝐤 𝐟𝐛𝐥
. Therefore, the OCV function is defined as:
𝐦
𝟏
𝐤 𝟐
𝐅𝐎 () = ∑|𝐯𝐛𝐤 − 𝐲 𝐤 𝐟𝐛𝐥
|
𝐦
𝐤=𝟏
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(2.22)

where m is the number of responses. At each frequency, the cross validation function is
calculated and the value of  that corresponds to minimize 𝐅𝐎 is identified as the optimal
value of the regularization parameter.
Golub et al. (1979) suggested a modification to the OCV method, called generalized
cross validation (GCV). The GCV method will work better when the measured mobility
matrix is near-diagonal where most entries of mobility matrix are 0 except for the
diagonal terms. In GCV, any good choice of  should be invariant under rotation of the
measurement coordinate system. In other words, GCV is a rotation-invariant form of
OCV. The function of GCV can be expressed in a weighted version of the OCV function:
𝐦
𝟏
𝐤 𝟐
(2.23)
𝐅𝐆 () = ∑|𝐯𝐛𝐤 − 𝐲 𝐤 𝐟𝐛𝐥
| 𝐰𝐤
𝐦
𝐤=𝟏

The L-curve method by Hansen and O’Leary (1993) is a log-log plot of the norm of
a regularized solution ‖𝐟𝐛𝐥 ‖ versus the norm of the corresponding error ‖𝐯𝐛 − 𝐘𝐟𝐛𝐥 ‖ as
the regularization parameter varies. If we plot these two norms, we will obtain a typical
L-curve shape as shown in Figure 2-5. This particular L-curve is from the two-plate
example which will be described in Chapter 3.

Figure 2-5 Typical L-Curve from two plate test case
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Figure 2-5 shows that as the regularization parameter  increases, the norm of the
reconstructed forces ‖𝐟𝐛𝐥 ‖ will decrease rapidly when  is small (the vertical part) and
will decrease more slowly when  becomes large (the horizontal part). Hansen and
O’Leary (1993) suggested that the point on the L-curve that has maximum curvature
should be chosen as the optimal regularization parameter, or in other words, the corner at
the L-curve plot should provide the optimal regularization parameter. Choi et al. (2006)
showed that the L-curve method performs better than OCV or GCV for measurement
noise, particularly in the operational responses, but less so if measurement noise is
minimal.
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CHAPTER 3. CORRELATED BLOCKED FORCE DETERMINATION ON THIN
PLATE AND SHELL STRUCTURES USING AN OFFSET INTERFACE

(Note: Most of the research in this chapter has been previous documents in Chen and
Herrin (2019) and Chen and Herrin (2020).)
Blocked force determination is an alternative to the more routine method of inverse force
determination using classical transfer path analysis.

One advantage of determining

blocked forces is that there is no need for the source to be detached or isolated from the
system. Results are, in theory, valid so long as blocked forces are determined at the
interface between the source and receiver system under the assumption that the interface
is well defined. Another advantage is that calculated blocked forces are appropriate when
modifications are made on the receiver side of the interface. This insures that the blocked
forces are suitable for utilization in analysis models where receiver system modifications
are considered. Difficulties in using the approach arise when interface locations are
difficult to instrument.

This paper demonstrates that blocked forces may also be

determined along a continuous interface offset from bolted connections or isolators
making the method more convenient to use.

This offset interface strategy is

demonstrated for plate and shell structures using both simulation and measurement.
Recommendations are made for selecting the number of forces and blocked force
locations along this offset interface.
3.1

Introduction

Simulation is now integral to the design process in industries like automotive and
heavy equipment. Models of the many different transfer paths have been validated
experimentally and are useful for predicting the impact of design modifications. Whereas
path models are often straightforward, determination of input forces using simulation is
more problematic. Most models are time domain and require small time steps to go to
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higher frequencies. In addition, the physical phenomena modeled are more complicated
and models are generally less accurate. Not surprisingly, engineers find a middle ground,
and measurement approaches are frequently used to identify input forces for simulation
models.
However, these input forces are difficult to measure directly. Force locations often
are internal to a source and difficult to instrument; this is especially the case at bolted or
mounting locations.

Sensor placement is non-trivial, and an indirect measurement

approach is used to identify the input or interface forces of interest.
Transfer path analysis or classical TPA is perhaps the most frequently used method
for identifying forces indirectly. Classical TPA involves the following steps:
a. input force locations are selected based on intuition,
b. receiver or indicator positions are selected and instrumented with accelerometers
or microphones,
c. transfer functions between source and receiver positions are measured with the
source detached,
d. acceleration or sound pressure is measured at the receiver positions with the
system operating (source is reattached),
e. forces are calculated using matrix inversion from the transfer functions (step c)
and operating measurements (step d) using a least squares approach,
f. results are checked by predicting the acceleration or sound pressure at receiver or
verification locations not used for the calculations in (step e), and
g. postprocessing operations including contribution analyses are applied.
There are several variations of the procedure outlined above. For example, forces may be
estimated by measuring or using a model for the dynamic stiffness of an isolator along
with the measured acceleration on both sides of the isolator. An alternative procedure,
termed operational TPA, determines correlation between a measurement close to a source
and a specific path. Input forces are ignored, and the primary purpose of the analysis is
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to rank paths. However, correlation is not the same as causation though it can be an
indicator.
The most laborious step in the aforementioned process is measurement of the
transfer functions. Transfer functions must be measured between each of the 𝑀 input
forces and 𝑁 receiver locations. The number of transfer functions required is therefore
𝑀 × 𝑁. It follows that there is great practical advantage in using the minimal number of
receiver locations. A rule of thumb of between 2𝑀 and 3𝑀 has been recommended by
Plunt (2005). The mechanics of the measurement are made more difficult if the source is
detached though detachment may be avoided if the source and receiver system are well
isolated from one another. Measurements may also be simplified by taking advantage of
reciprocity when input locations are difficult to properly excite with an impact hammer or
electromagnetic shaker.
Janssens and Verheij (2000) relaxed the procedure by determining the forces via
matrix inversion at locations other than the actual force locations. These forces, termed
pseudo-forces, are sometimes determined on the covers or casings of source structures
like pumps or electric motors where actual force locations are internal to the machine.
Karlsson (1996) noted that forces determined via matrix inversion are not unique so
different sets of forces may produce nearly identical responses especially at low
frequencies. Janssens et al. (2002) later showed that pseudo-forces were appropriate for
structure-borne sound related problems; one advantage being that the source need not be
isolated from the receiver system. Indeed, pseudo forces may be very valuable for
identifying structure-borne paths. Nonetheless, the pseudo-force method must be applied
carefully since there is no guarantee that the selected set of forces will prove
representative. Furthermore, pseudo forces may change if the system is modified though
not in all instances.
In pivotal work, Moorhouse et al. (2009) introduced an in situ blocked forces method.
The blocked forces are defined on the boundary or interface between source and receiver
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system. If the receiver is removed, the blocked forces bring about the same interface
vibration as the operational forces. As implied by the name, transfer functions can be
measured with the source and receiver system connected. Hence, the blocked forces are,
in essence, a set of pseudo-forces applied at the interface. More importantly, Moorhouse
et al. (2009) mathematically demonstrated that the blocked forces are independent of
receiver structure.
In more recent work, Moorhouse et al. (2011) used the in-situ method to measure
structural dynamic properties such as substructure mobilities and the free velocity of the
source while Elliot et al. (2013) developed a faster source path contribution analysis for
structure-borne road noise. Meggitt et al. (2019) has recently developed a procedure to
estimate the uncertainty of blocked forces. Wernsen et al. (2017) developed a structured
procedure for selecting indicator locations. Lennström et al. (2016) validated that the
calculated blocked forces were the same for various receiver structure boundary
conditions for an automotive source and determined blocked forces for a door mounted
loudspeaker using the forces to drive subsequent finite element analyses. In another
application, Elliot et al. (2010) used blocked forces to predict structure-borne sound in
buildings.
The virtues of using blocked forces are evident. First, results should be valid so long
as the source structure remains unchanged suggesting that modifications may be freely
made to the receiving structure. Secondly, the measurement process in many instances is
simplified because the source does not need to be detached from the system.
In perhaps the most similar work to this paper, Meggitt et al. (2018) considered a
numerical example of two plates and developed an experimental test for checking on the
“completeness” of the selected discrete forces along an interface. However, the method
seems to require a priori knowledge of the excitation locations, which are often not
known though perhaps that constraint may be relaxed. The research in this paper is
aimed at developing a rule-of-thumb for think plate and shell structures that may be used
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a priori when selecting input forces without knowledge of the actual excitation locations.
A guideline for plate and shell structures should be helpful for noise control engineers in
the field when using blocked forces for difficult cases.
Blocked forces are determined at sections cutting through plate and shell structures.
A guideline based on bending wavelength for selecting the number of forces normal to
the plate or shell to be determined via matrix inversion along a continuous interface is
suggested. The procedure is validated using simulation for two-plate and cylinder shell
structures and measurement for a compressor attached to a plate and a cylinder shell. In
some instances, this greatly simplifies the measurement procedure since bolted locations
or isolator locations are difficult to access.
3.2

Blocked Force Determination on Offset Interface of Plate Structure using
Simulation Model

Finite element simulation was used to investigate the viability of determining
blocked forces at an offset interface for the system shown in Figure 3-1. The situation
considered is intended to be representative of many problems in large equipment
industries. The machine and isolators, if used, are inaccessible and difficult to instrument
using either load cells or accelerometers. For instance, hydraulic pumps are often hard
mounted to heavy equipment frames and the bolted connections are difficult to
instrument. However, it is convenient to instrument an interface that is offset from the
true interface. It is worthwhile noting that an offset interface can be thought of as a
redefinition of the source and receiver. This should be no issue provided that any
modifications are made on the receiver side of the new interface.
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Figure 3-1 Two-plate simulation schematic showing finite element model
A source plate and a passive receiver plate are at right angles to one another. Input
forces are applied at positions 001-004 on the source plate. Receiver positions are on the
passive plate and are labeled 201-218 in Figure 3-2. The most natural interface between
the source and passive plate is at the edge which would physically correspond to a weld
line. It is noteworthy that this example, albeit simple, would produce difficulties for the
blocked force approach if the edge is selected as the interface. First, the edge is difficult
to instrument and is very stiff. Also, the edge is a continuous interface and must be
divided into a set of discrete forces (or perhaps moments).

Figure 3-2 Source, indicator, and verification point locations for two-plate example. The
source plate is shown on top; receiver plate is shown below
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It is more convenient to select blocked forces along a user-selected line that is offset
from the edge (as shown in Figure 3-1) and to define a set of discrete forces along this
interface. An offset distance of 2 cm is selected. For measurement convenience, it is
preferable to have a minimal number of blocked forces along this interface.
The finite element model was prepared in ANSYS (2016) and then imported into
Siemens Virtual.Lab (2016) for blocked force calculations. The plates were assigned a
thickness of 2 mm and were assumed to be made from steel (mass density of 7800 kg/m3
and elastic modulus of 210 MPa). The dimensions of both source and receiver plates are
0.5 m × 0.5 m. The source is comprised of the 4 forces located on the source plate; the
details of the forces including coordinates, magnitude, and phase are detailed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 Simulation case 1 source points
Points No.

X (cm)

Y (cm)

Amplitude (N)

Phase (rad)

001

22.0

30.0

100.0

0.0

002

14.0

30.0

100.0

1.0

003

22.0

20.0

100.0

2.0

004

14.0

20.0

100.0

3.0

All forces are assumed constant with frequency. 8 blocked forces are used on the virtual
interface (points 101-108); 16 indicator or measurement points (201-216) are used as
responses for inverse force determination.

Blocked forces are used to determine the

response at 2 verification points (217-218). Positions of all points are shown in Figure 32 and the coordinate information is shown in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2 Simulation case 1 points coordinates
Points No.

X (cm)

Z (cm)

Points No.

X (cm)

Z (cm)

101

46.0

2.0

206

28.0

16

102

40.0

2.0

207

18.0

22

103

34.0

2.0

208

8.0

20

104

28.0

2.0

209

42.0

30

105

22.0

2.0

210

28.0

26

106

16.0

2.0

211

16.0

32

107

10.0

2.0

212

8.0

30

108

4.0

2.0

213

44.0

42

201

42.0

8.0

214

32.0

38

202

30.0

6.0

215

16.0

44

203

20.0

10.0

216

6.0

40

204

8.0

6.0

217

16.0

16

205

40.0

18.0

218

36.0
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Since the plate is much more compliant in bending than other modes, measurements
on the passive plate and blocked forces are assumed in the normal direction of the
receiver plate and rotational forces are ignored. The finite element model was used to
determine a) the responses at the indicator positions and b) the transfer functions between
indicator responses and blocked forces. Structural modes were determined in ANSYS
and then imported into Siemens Virtual.Lab. In Virtual.Lab, a modal superposition
frequency response analysis was used to calculate responses at the indicators. A damping
ratio of 0.02 was selected for all modes. Similarly, transfer functions were computed,
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and blocked forces were calculated in Siemens Virtual.Lab. Singular value rejection was
not considered for initial studies but is considered later in the paper. Calculated blocked
forces and transfer functions were then used to predict the response at the verification
positions. Figure 3-3 compares the simulation results to the blocked force response at the
verification position 218.

Figure 3-3 Response comparison at verification location 218 for two-plate simulation
example
Results compare closely up to 3000 Hz except for a frequency band at a trough in
the response at 75 Hz. This discrepancy at the trough will be commented on later.
Except for the noted frequency band, it can be concluded that the internal forces and
moments along a continuous boundary can be approximated by using a set of discrete
blocked forces.
Since it is preferred to select the blocked forces a priori and minimize the number,
the question which naturally arises is how many blocked forces are necessary along the
selected offset interface. Figure 3-4 plots the error between the exact response and the
prediction using blocked forces for a 2 mm thick receiver plate. Error is similar for the
two verification positions. The average error is computed and plotted versus the ratio of
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the spacing between blocked forces to the structural bending wavelength (𝜆𝐵 ) of the plate
which can be expressed as
𝟏

𝟐
𝐁 =
,
𝐤𝐁

𝟏𝟐𝛒(𝟏 − 𝐯 𝟐 )𝛚𝟐 𝟒
𝐤𝐁 = [
]
𝐄𝐡𝟐

(3.1)

where 𝜌 is the mass density, 𝐸 is the elastic modulus, 𝑣 is Poisson’s ratio, and 𝜔 is the
angular frequency.

Figure 3-4 2 mm steel plate error in dB as a function of spacing between blocked forces
per plate bending wavelength
Results with different numbers of blocked forces along the offset interface are shown
in Figure 3-4. Blocked forces were equidistant from one another regardless of the
number selected and errors are largest when the spacing to wavelength ratio is either
below 0.2 or above 0.5.

Errors at low spacing to wavelength ratios have less import

because these occur at frequencies corresponding to troughs in the response curve.
Condition numbers for the transfer function matrix are high at these specific frequencies
and the primary cause of these errors is discussed in the next section. Errors are of
greater importance when the spacing to wavelength ratio exceeds 0.5. These results
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suggest that the spacing between blocked forces should be less than 0.5𝜆𝐵 . A similar
result was found for a 1.5 mm thick plate.
The blocked forces may be validated by making a change to the receiving or
passive structure.

If the blocked forces successfully replicate the response after a

modification is made, blocked forces can be presumed to be representative.

A

modification was made to the passive plate by adding two plates with identical material
properties and thickness to the original plate.

The locations and respective length and

width dimensions are shown in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5 Two-plate simulation example showing modifications on receiver plate

Figure 3-6 Response comparison at verification location 218 for two-plate simulation
example
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Measurement and verification position coordinates remain the same as those used
previously. The coordinates are listed in Table 3-2. The acceleration response is shown
for position 218 in Figure 3-6. In addition, the unmodified acceleration is included for
reference.
The results show that after modification of the receiver structure, acceleration at the
verification position 218 changed substantially.

Though a substantial structural

modification has been made, blocked forces may be used to accurately predict the
structural response after the modification. Compare the curves labelled Simulation
Modified, Blocked Force Interface 1 Modified, and Blocked Force Interface 3 Modified.
Note that there are some errors at the very low frequencies for Interface 1 (which
corresponds to Points 101 to 108 in Table 3-2). The cause of these errors and a possible
solution for them are dealt with further in the next section where it is shown that results
can be improved by slightly changing the interface (to Interface 3). Nonetheless, blocked
forces are independent of the receiver structure as demonstrated by Moorhouse, and this
also holds true for discrete forces applied to an offset interface.
As a postscript to this discussion, the impact of measurement error was examined.
Errors were added to the simulated response and transfer function data using the random
number generator in MATLAB. The maximum error was 5% for the transfer matrix and
10% for the response vector. These errors were applied sequentially. The pseudoinverse calculation was performed using MATLAB to determine the blocked forces, and
a threshold of 10% of the maximum singular value was selected. Figure 3-7 shows results
for adding 10% maximum error to the operational response and is compared to the exact
result as well as results with no matrix conditioning. Results using the L-curve
regularization method are also similar and not shown. Though there is some improvement
due to conditioning, there is little improvement at low frequencies, and this error
becomes more acute as error is added to the transfer functions or response.
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Figure 3-7 Comparison of exact to predicted responses with no conditioning and with
singular value rejection. Errors have been introduced to the operational response (10% is
the maximum)
3.3

A Note on Discrepancies at Certain Frequency Bands

The cause of the low frequency error was further investigated. It was noted that
transfer functions between the input force locations and receiver location were low in
amplitude along the offset interface selected. If other receiver locations are selected
instead, the problematic frequencies will change.

To check this supposition, two

additional arrangements of blocked forces were considered and are illustrated in Figure 38.
The original arrangement is termed Interface 1 with blocked forces located 2 cm
from the right-angle connection. In Interface 2, the blocked forces were located 4 cm
away doubling the distance. In Interface 3, only one blocked force (104) is moved 4 cm
from the right-angle connection while the rest of the blocked forces remain at 2 cm away.
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Figure 3-8 Schematic showing interfaces for blocked force locations for the two-plate
example: a) Interface 1, b) Interface 2, c) Interface 3
Results are compared to the original FEM simulation in Figure 3-9 at the verification
point 218. Note that there is good agreement at most frequencies regardless of the
interface selected. However, the discrepancy for Interface 2 moves lower in frequency to
48 Hz. If the interface is not a straight line but rather includes a jog as in the case of
Interface 3, there is even less discrepancy between the original FEM simulation and
blocked force predictions.
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Figure 3-9 Comparison of predicted responses using different blocked force interfaces
with direct simulation
In Section 3.2, a modification of adding two stiffening plates was considered as
shown in Figure 3-5.

The predicted results using Interface 3 are also shown for

comparison in Figure 3-6. It can be observed that the agreement is much improved if
Interface 3 is used.
These and similar discrepancies should be anticipated for the blocked force method
especially if certain coordinate directions are neglected for blocked force determination.
In the above case, rotations have been ignored at the offset interface. However, the
results suggest that adding a jog or bump to the offset interface can improve agreement.
3.4

Blocked Force Determination for a Compressor on Plate

The utilization of an offset interface to assess blocked forces was then confirmed on
a physical system. A small air compressor was bolted to a thin steel plate, which is in
turn attached to a substantial frame, as shown in Figure 3-10. In the climate control and
heavy equipment industries, small source components are frequently bolted to a structural
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frame. For example, compressors are often affixed to a thin panel at the base of an
outdoor air conditioning unit and hydraulic pumps are affixed to the structural frame of
construction and agricultural equipment.

Figure 3-10 Small compressor attached to plate. Sensors on the plate are shown
The air compressor is bolted at four positions to a 1.6 mm thick steel plate that is part
of a steel frame box having dimensions 0.6 m × 0.6 m × 1.1 m (𝐿 × 𝑊 × 𝐻) as shown in
Figure 3-10.

The air compressor (Thomas Model No. 2660CE37) with maximum

dimensions of 20.5 cm × 9 cm × 18 cm and mass of 8.62 kg was attached to a 0.6 m × 0.6
m steel plate. The air compressor is considered as the source subsystem and the steel
plate is considered the receiver subsystem. The most natural interface between the source
and receiver subsystem is the 4 bolted connections. Figure 3-11 shows the locations of
the air compressor, input forces (101-104), indicator response positions (201-215), and
verification response position (200).
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Figure 3-11 Source, indicator, and verification point locations for compressor-plate
example
Input forces and responses are only considered in the normal direction to the plate
since the plate is much stiffer in other directions. 15 indicator response points were
evenly spaced as shown in Figure 3-11 and the verification response point is located close
to the center of panel. The detailed coordinates of all measurement points are tabulated in
Table 3-3.
Classical TPA, pseudo force, and blocked force methods were each applied to the
problem at hand. Accelerations (PCB 333B30 Accelerometers) at the indicator and
verification locations were measured with the air compressor running. Transfer functions
were measured with the compressor turned off. All data was acquired using an 8-channel
Siemens SCADAS SCM01 using the Test.Lab software.

For classical TPA, the

compressor was removed from the plate and transfer functions were measured between 4
input force locations corresponding to the bolted locations and the 15 indicator response
locations. Transfer functions were measured using an impact hammer (PCB 086C03) to
excite the structure at each of the 4 input force locations. Accelerometers remained at the
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response locations during all tests in order to avoid modal frequencies shifting due to
mass loading effects.
Table 3-3 Position numbers and coordinates for compressor-plate measurement case
Points No.

X (cm)

Y (cm)

Points No.

X (cm)

Y (cm)

101

11.5

7.5

210

45.0

36.0

102

11.5

20.5

211

45.0

26.0

103

31.5

20.5

212

45.0

16.0

104

31.5

7.5

213

45.0

6.0

200

23.5

37.0

214

36.5

33.0

201

5.0

6.0

215

16.0

37.5

202

5.0

16.0

301

32.0

6.0

203

5.0

26.0

302

21.0

6.0

204

5.0

36.0

303

10.0

6.0

205

5.0

46.0

304

6.5

10.5

206

15.0

46.0

305

10.0

28.0

207

25.0

46.0

306

21.0

28.0

208

35.0

46.0

307

32.0

28.0

209

45.0

46.0

308

36.0

24.0

For the pseudo force method, the input force locations are shown in Figure 3-12, and
are chosen to ensure that all 6 rigid body motions of the compressor are included. These
positions are labelled 001 to 006 in Table 3-4. Note that the pseudo force locations are
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not on an interface between the compressor and receiver plate but lie on the compressor
itself.

Figure 3-12 Schematic showing pseudo force locations on compressor
Table 3-4 Position numbers and coordinates for pseudo force measurement case
Points No.

X (cm)

Y (cm)

Z (cm)

001

17.5

12.5

-17.0

002

25.5

12.5

-17.0

003

10.5

8.0

-15.0

004

10.5

16.0

-15.0

005

11.5

18.0

-7.0

006

31.5

18.0

-7.0

For the blocked force method, input force locations were selected along the offset
interface shown in Figure 3-13. As shown in Figure 3-14, the offset interface is
rectangular (29.5 cm × 22.5 cm) and surrounds the compressor. Input force locations are
located 3.5 cm from one compressor edge and 10 cm from the other.
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They are

convenient locations for instrumenting when the compressor is bolted to the panel. If the
force locations are selected at the bolted locations, the locations are unreachable unless
impact hammer strikes are from below the compressor. Alternatively, reciprocity could
be utilized, and accelerometers placed under the compressor. However, locations below
a plate are sometimes unreachable in equipment (e.g. hydraulic pumps on earthmoving
equipment, and the base pan of outdoor air conditioning units). The 8 blocked force
locations (301-308) are shown in Figure 3-14 and correspond to a spacing of 0.5 𝐵
assuming a maximum frequency of 250 Hz. The distance selected is 12.5 cm. Results
are compared to a reduced set of 4 blocked forces (at locations 301, 303, 305, and 307).
The coordinates of each location are listed in Table 3-3. The measurement procedure is
the same as the prior classical TPA measurement except for the fact that the source is not
removed.

Figure 3-13 Close-up photograph of compressor on plate
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Figure 3-14 Schematic showing blocked force locations surrounding compressor source
on plate
Classical TPA, pseudo, and blocked forces were computed and then used to predict
the acceleration at the verification point. Blocked forces were determined using both 8
and 4 input force locations. Predicted results are shown in Figure 3-15 in one third
octave bands. Predictions are adequate in each case. The test results demonstrate that 𝑠 ≤
0.5𝐵 may be used as a conservative threshold for selecting the number of input force
locations needed for plate-like structures though this guideline can be relaxed. It is also
notable that the blocked force results are slightly superior to classical TPA especially at
390 Hz. This is perhaps due to the source changing the damping of the panel when
attached.

Figure 3-15 Response comparison at verification location 200 third octave band
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As a further validation, a modification was made to the plate by affixing an
additional 5 kg mass to the panel at the location shown in Figure 3-16 and the determined
classical TPA, pseudo, and blocked forces were used to predict the acceleration at the
same verifications position.

Figure 3-16 Schematic showing original compressor-plate on left and mass modification
to the top plate on the right
The measured acceleration at the verification location between baseline and
modification is shown in third octave bands in Figure 3-17 and the comparison shows
that a significant change had been made after modification. The panel acceleration is
reduced by up to 10 dB at some frequencies when the mass is added. Figure 3-18 then
compares the measured acceleration at the verification location to predicted results using
classical TPA, pseudo, and blocked forces.
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Figure 3-17 Response comparison at verification location 200 for baseline and
modification

Figure 3-18 Response comparison at verification location 200 measurements and
prediction results
As anticipated, it can be observed that blocked force predictions are superior to both
classical TPA and pseudo force predictions. Pseudo forces are more accurate than
classical TPA at very low frequencies. The results demonstrate the viability of using an
offset interface to determine blocked forces.
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3.5

Blocked Force Determination on Offset Interface of Shell Structure using
Simulation Model

The placement of blocked forces on shells was investigated using the example shown
in Figure 3-19. A circular thin flat plate is connected to a semi-cylinder; both component
structures are 2 mm thick steel (mass density of 7800 kg/m3 and elastic modulus of 210
MPa). The circular plate is the source structure with a radius of 0.15 m and the semicylinder is the receiver structure with height of 0.5 m. If the plate and semi-cylinder were
welded at right angles to one another as shown in Figure 3-19, the most natural interface
is at the weld line. However, that connection is very stiff, and it is unclear which
directions should be chosen for the blocked forces. An offset distance of 2 cm is instead
selected. Since the system is continuous along this line, the analyst should select a finite
number of locations for blocked forces.

Figure 3-19 Cylinder shell simulation schematic showing finite element model
The finite element model was prepared in ANSYS and then imported into Siemens
Virtual.Lab for blocked force calculations. The same as the two-plate simulation case in
Chapter 3.1, 4 input forces were applied to the source plate and 8 blocked forces (101108) were identified on the offset interface of the semi-cylinder as shown in Figure 3-19.
The distance between each blocked force is 6 cm. These force locations are indicated in
red and are 2 cm from the edge. As discussed in Chapter 3.3, it’s recommended to add a
jog or bump to the offset interface where the blocked force points are placed, so as to
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achieve better agreement. Therefore, a modified offset interface was created and both
baseline interface and modified interface is shown in Figure 3-20.

Figure 3-20 Schematic showing interfaces for blocked force locations for the cylinder
shell example: a) Baseline Interface, b) Modified Interface
To calculate blocked forces on the offset interface, 24 indicator positions (201-224)
were spaced equally on the cylinder shell and 2 target positions (301-302) were selected
to check the accuracy of the calculated blocked forces. All input forces are assumed to be
perpendicular to the plate and responses were likewise determined normal to the
cylindrical surface. The model was used to determine the operational responses on the
semi-cylinder, and transfer functions between response locations and blocked forces.
Figure 3-21 compares the exact (red curve) and predicted results at one of the target
locations. Predicted results were from two different offset interfaces, the baseline case
and modified case shown in Figure 3-20.
Agreement is good up to 3000 Hz for blocked forces except for discrepancies below
100 Hz for the baseline case. This is because that the shell structure is really stiff and a
single mode will dominant the system especially at low frequency. Therefore, it’s
necessary to create a moment by moving the blocked forces away from a straight line just
like the modified case. From the results, the modified case has improved the agreement
below 100 Hz.
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Figure 3-21 Response comparison at target location for cylinder shell simulation example
It is desirable to select a set of blocked forces before measurement and minimize that
number. Hence, an investigation was performed to develop a rule of thumb for selecting
the number of blocked force locations for the shell structures. As discussed in Chapter 3.2,
for plate structures, a spacing of 0.5 𝜆𝐵 was recommended and a similar approach will be
used for shell structures.
Flexural waves propagating in a uniform cylindrical shell may be characterized by
axial and circumferential wavenumbers 𝑘𝑧 and 𝑘𝑠 , as shown in Figure 3-22. It seems
reasonable to select a spacing based on the circumferential wavelength if an interface
completes an angular sweep around the semi-cylinder. In Fahy (2005), by neglecting the
axial wavenumber 𝑘𝑧 as a simplification, the non-dimensional frequency 𝛺 can be
expressed as
𝟏
𝟏
𝟒−𝛎
𝟐+𝛎
𝛀𝟐 = 𝛃𝟐 (𝐤 𝐬 𝐚)𝟒 [𝟏 + (
−
)(
)]
𝟐 𝟏 − 𝛎 (𝐤 𝐬 𝐚)𝟐 (𝐤 𝐬 𝐚)𝟒

(3.2)

With

𝛀 = 𝛚𝐚⁄𝐜𝐥′

(3.3)

and

𝛃 = 𝐡⁄√𝟏𝟐𝐚

(3.4)

Where 𝛽 is a non-dimensional thickness parameter, ℎ is the thickness and 𝑎 the mean
′

radius of the cylinder. For the non-dimensional frequency 𝛺, 𝑐𝑙 is longitudinal wave
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speed for the same material plate. 𝜈 is Poisson’s ratio and 𝜔 is angular frequency.
Equation (3.2) can be solved for 𝑘𝑠 and then the circumferential wavelength is equal to
𝜆𝑠 = 2𝜋 ⁄ 𝑘𝑠 . This expression was checked using the finite element model at selected
frequencies and wavelengths were similar.

Figure 3-22 Cylinder shell flexural waves
As shown in Figure 3-23 the error in dB for the predictions was plotted versus the
ratio of the spacing to circumferential wavelength for both blocked forces along a single
sweep and for two forces offset. There are large errors at low spacing per wavelength
ratios which correspond to very low frequencies if the blocked forces are located along a
single path, but these errors are significantly reduced if a few positions are offset. There
are a few additional regions of high error which correspond to troughs in the response for
ratios between 0.2 and 0.5, but these errors are less important. Errors become more
important at ratios exceeding 0.5. Therefore, it is recommended that ratio of spacing
between blocked forces to bending wavelength should not exceed 0.5𝜆𝑠 .
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Figure 3-23 2 mm cylinder shell error in dB as a function of spacing between blocked
forces per plate bending wavelength
3.6

Blocked Force Determination for a Compressor on Cylinder Drum

The process was then validated using a measurement example. An air compressor
(Thomas Model No. 2660CE37) with maximum dimensions of 20.5 cm × 9 cm × 18 cm
and mass of 8.62 kg was bolted to the top of the steel cylinder shown in Figure 3-24. The
thickness of both the top plate and cylinder is 1.6 mm. The radius of the cylinder is 0.14
m with height of 0.3 m. The air compressor and top plate are considered as the source and
the cylinder is considered as the receiver structure.
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Figure 3-24 Compressor attached to cylinder drum. Sensors on the plate are shown
Blocked forces were determined along an offset interface 2 cm away from the
welded edge. 8 blocked force positions were evenly spaced at 1.1 cm apart. There were
19 measurement locations (201-219) distributed evenly on the cylinder and 1 target
location (301). During the test, the assembled system was placed on foam to simulate a
free-free boundary condition. All measurements were exclusively in the normal direction
since other directions on the shell are very stiff. With 𝑠 = 0.5𝜆𝑠 , 8 blocked forces (101108) on the virtual interface should provide good accuracy up to 280 Hz.

Direct

measurement is compared to blocked force prediction in Figure 3-25, and agreement is
good up to 300 Hz. Above 300 Hz, there are larger errors at the troughs but results are
still acceptable for engineering purposes.
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Figure 3-25 Response comparison at target location narrow band
3.7

Conclusions

Using classical TPA, it is recommended that the source be isolated from the receiver
when measuring transfer functions. Though this has advantages when identifying
contributions, removal of the source is sometimes difficult, and, perhaps more
importantly, the calculated forces determined via matrix invasion are dependent on the
receiver structure. Janssen and Verheij (2000) suggested a pseudo force method which
did not require the source to be isolated. However, selecting a suitable number of pseudo
forces is a matter of guesswork. Moorhouse et al. (2009) recommended the blocked force
method. The source no longer needs to be isolated and calculated blocked forces are
independent of the receiver structure. But, an interface in between the source and receiver
structures should be identified. If the interface is a continuous edge or line rather than
discrete points, a set of discrete forces may be selected along that edge. In cases where
structures are bolted or welded together, the most natural interface may be difficult to
instrument and so it is more convenient if discrete blocked forces are defined on an offset
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interface. The aim of this research was to begin the process of establishing guidelines for
deciding on the number of blocked forces prior to measurement.
Selection of blocked forces along an offset interface was investigated, and it was
concluded that such an interface is viable. This was demonstrated using a simple twoplate simulation example and experimentally via attaching a small compressor to a plate.
As a simple guideline, it was shown that the blocked force spacing should be less than
0.5𝜆𝑏 where 𝜆𝑏 is the plate bending wavelength. A similar approach was also applied to
a cylinder shell in simulation example and experimentally via attaching the compressor to
a cylinder drum. For a shell structure, it’s recommended that the blocked force spacing
should be less than 0.5𝜆𝑠 where 𝜆𝑠 is the shell circumferential wavelength.
It was also noted that blocked force predictions may be inaccurate if all positions lie
on a straight line at some frequencies. One means of reducing the error is to add a jog or
bump to the offset interface so that blocked force locations are not all colinear with one
another. The addition of a jog to the interface, in effect, adds rotational degrees of
freedom and this is likely the reason for the reduced error. It is important to note that
rotational and in-plane degrees of freedom were neglected in this analysis and should be a
topic of further study going forward.
One simple approach to confirm the suitability of selected blocked forces is to make
a change to the receiver structure and validate that the blocked forces accurately predict
the modified response. This was demonstrated for both the simulation and test example
for plate and shell structures.
However, based on the assumption of 𝑠 ≤ 0.5𝜆, large number of blocked forces will
be needed at high frequencies, which are not applicable in practice. Therefore, in the next
Chapter the author will try to overcome the limitation of this assumption by using the
uncorrelated blocked forces.
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CHAPTER 4. UNCORRELATED BLOCKED FORCE DETERMINATION ON
OFFSET INTERFACE AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

Inverse force determination is commonly used to determine input forces when they are
not directly measurable. If transfer functions are measured with the source component
attached, the inversely determined forces are referred to as blocked forces. The primary
advantage of using blocked forces is that the receiving structure may be modified and
blocked forces, in theory, are unchanged. In this research, blocked forces are determined
for a plastic engine cover connected to a base plate and a compressor attached to two
different structures. At lower frequencies, blocked forces are determined using routine
approaches where phase is included in both transfer function and operational response
measurements. At high frequencies, it is demonstrated that predictions are improved if
phase is ignored and blocked forces are assumed to be uncorrelated with respect to each
other. It is also shown that the uncorrelated blocked forces are still valid even when
changes are made to the receiving structure.
4.1

Introduction

In the automotive, aerospace, and heavy equipment industries, suppliers provide
passive components driven by forces (i.e., heat shields, engine covers) or active
components which produce forces (i.e., pumps). In either case, the dynamic forces which
produce the vibration are difficult to measure directly. For example, valve covers, heat
shields, and oil pans are bolted to stiffer and heavier engine components which transmit
forces to them through attachment bolts or rivets. These attachments are difficult to
instrument with force transducers, and input forces to these passive components are
generally unknown. Analysts use models to assess the effect of a modification, but inputs
to the models are suspect. Models are used to predict the direction and approximate
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decrease and/or increase in the response, but are not as useful for predicting vibration or
sound pressure levels.
Since forces cannot be measured directly, indirect measurement approaches have
become increasingly popular. Indirect measurement approaches are often given the
generic term transfer path analysis or TPA.

Accelerations are measured at several

locations on a receiving structure with the machinery operating, and transfer functions are
measured with the machinery turned off. The operational acceleration measurements 𝐚
can be related to the operational forces 𝐟 via
𝐚 = 𝐆𝐟

(4.1)

Where 𝐆 is a matrix of transfer functions. Assuming the number of acceleration
measurements (𝑛) exceeds the number of inverse forces (𝑚) to be determined (i.e., 𝑛 >
𝑚), the unknown forces can be determined using a least squares procedure. As a rule of
thumb, the recommended number of acceleration measurements is commonly 2 to 3
times the number of inverse forces.
Classical TPA calls for transfer functions 𝐆 to be measured with the source
component removed. If the receiving component is isolated, source contributions can be
readily ranked and compared. However, changes to the receiving structure also change
the inverse forces which are referred to as contact forces. Transfer function
measurements are sometimes simplified by taking advantage of reciprocity when input
locations are difficult to properly excite with an impact hammer. However, doing so
necessarily increases the time to measure transfer functions since the number of
responses measured usually exceeds the number of input forces.
If the source is attached when transfer functions are measured, the inversely
determined forces are referred to as blocked forces. Aside from ease of measurement, the
other advantage of using blocked forces is that the receiver structure can be modified, and
the blocked forces remain unchanged. This was rigorously proven by Moorhouse et al.
(2009), and Lennstrom et al. (2016) validated that the blocked forces were the same for
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different receiving structures experimentally.

Meggitt et al. (2019) developed a

procedure to estimate the uncertainty of blocked forces while Wernsen et al. (2017)
developed a structured procedure for selecting response (also referred to as indicator)
locations. Because the blocked forces are the same irrespective of the receiver structure,
blocked forces are useful for investigating the impact of modifications to the receiver
structure using numerical simulation. This is particularly useful for NVH engineers
designing engine peripherals like heat shields and valve covers. Other uses include
determining input forces from hydraulic pumps affixed to heavy equipment as is
customary in the heavy equipment and mining industries.
In Chapter 3, it was shown that blocked forces could be measured on an offset
interface at discrete positions for both plate and shell structures. This is especially useful
when the interface between the source and receiver is difficult to instrument or when an
interface is not easily identifiable. It was concluded that blocked force locations should
be spaced approximately 0.5𝜆𝐵 apart where 𝜆𝐵 is the bending wavelength for the plate so
that the number of blocked forces needed can be determined before measurement. At
high frequencies, more blocked forces are required.
This paper details and validates procedures for determination of blocked forces at
both low and high frequencies for a valve cover, and separate plate and shell structures
with an identical compressor affixed. At low frequencies, the typical blocked force
procedure is used where phase is included in calculations. At higher frequencies, it will
be demonstrated that an uncorrelated force assumption, where phase is ignored, can
provide accurate averaged results in one-third octave bands. It is also demonstrated that
there is a frequency overlap region between correlated and uncorrelated assumptions
where either approach should be useful.
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4.2

Blocked force determination – correlated and uncorrelated

Blocked forces are defined as the forces at an interface which produce the same free
vibration at the interface as the source component would running or operating on its own.
Alternatively, there are the reaction forces that are produced at the interface with the
source operating and attached to a rigid structure. Moorhouse showed that the blocked
forces are the same irrespective of the receiver structure.
Two subsystems A and B are shown in Figure 4-1. They are combined into a single
system assembly C also shown in Figure 4-1. Subsystem A is the source or active
component with input forces while B is the passive or receiver structure. The interface
between the subsystems is indicated as c. The response locations are indicated as a and b
for subsystems A and B respectively.

Figure 4-1 Assembled system C, comprising source subsystem A and receiver subsystem
B
𝐘, 𝐯 and 𝐟 refer to mobility, velocity and forces respectively, with lower- and uppercase letters representing vectors and matrices respectively. For example, 𝐘𝐁,𝐜𝐚 is the
mobility of substructure B, excited at a, with response at c. 𝐯𝐛 is the operational velocity
at b and 𝐟𝐜 are the forces (and moments) at interface c.
For classical TPA, the forces at the interface 𝐟𝐜 are obtained by inverting the 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜
matrix in
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𝐯𝐛 = 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 𝐟𝐜

(4.2)

Where 𝐯𝐛 is measured with the source running and 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 with source isolated from the
assembled system. The inverse or contact forces 𝐟𝐜 can be determined but will change if
the receiver structure (i.e., 𝐘𝐁,𝐛𝐜 ) changes.
A similar equation can be written for blocked force identification. In this case,
𝐯𝐛 = 𝐘𝐂,𝐛𝐜 𝐟𝐛𝐥

(4.3)

Where the first term on the right-hand side of the equation is the transfer mobility relating
receiver responses on subsystem B to blocked forces 𝐟𝐛𝐥 at the interface c. The key
difference between Equations (4.2) and (4.3) is that transfer function measurements are
performed on the combined system C and there is no need to isolate the source during
measurement.
In practice, accelerations are normally measured instead of velocity. In which case,
Equation (4.3) is expressed as
𝐚𝐛 = 𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜 𝐟𝐛𝐥

(4.4)

Where 𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜 is the accelerance or transfer function matrix. The approach in Equation
(4.4) will be referred to as a correlated blocked force approach.
An uncorrelated blocked force approach can be traced to work by Ponseele et al.
(2012) who outlined an energetic classical TPA approach. At high frequencies, including
phase in the blocked force determination is problematic particularly if the number of
inverse forces is insufficient.
The energetic TPA model suggested by Ponseele et al. (2012) is adapted in the
development that follows. If both sides of Equation (4.4) are multiplied by their own
conjugate transpose, then
𝐇 𝐇
𝐚𝐛 𝐚𝐇
𝐛 = 𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜 𝐟𝐛𝐥 𝐟𝐛𝐥 𝐆𝐜,𝐛𝐜

(4.5)

where 𝐇 indicates the conjugate transpose of the corresponding vector or matrix. If it is
assumed that the loads and operational responses are uncorrelated or that the averaged
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cross-products of the loads are negligible after a large number of averages, Equation (4.5)
can be expressed as:
𝐇
𝐀 𝐛 (𝐢𝐢) = 𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜 𝐅𝐛𝐥 (𝐣𝐣)𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜

(4.6)

where 𝐀 𝐛 (𝐢𝐢) and 𝐅𝐛𝐥 (𝐣𝐣) are the autopower spectrum of operational responses and loads
respectively. Equation (4.6) can be further simplified as
𝟐

𝐀 𝐛 (𝐢𝐢) = |𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜 | 𝐅𝐛𝐥 (𝐣𝐣)

(4.7)

Where |𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜 | is the amplitude of the transfer function.
Equation (4.7) is the energetic form of Equation (4.4). For ease of calculation, it is
preferred to use the simplified formula
|𝐚𝐛 | = |𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜 ||𝐟𝐛𝐥 |

(4.8)

which is similar to Equation (4.4) except that amplitudes are included and phase is
excluded. The uncorrelated inverse loads can be expressed as:
−𝟏

|𝐟𝐛𝐥 | = |𝐆𝐂,𝐛𝐜 | |𝐚𝐛 |

(4.9)

where the forces are the positive square root of the autopower spectrum |𝐟𝐛𝐥 |.
The energetic form or the uncorrelated assumption is frequently used at high
frequencies where the modal density is high enough to ignore the phase information. It is
conceptually similar to statistical energy analysis (SEA) and the reception plate method
of Gibbs (2008), where a power-based approach is used to characterize the structureborne
sources. Meggitt et al. (2019) used an energetic blocked acoustic source to correlate the
prediction results at high frequencies for in-duct acoustic sources and achieved good
agreement.
The research by Meggitt et al. (2019) appears to be the most similar to the work
detailed in this paper. The most important difference is that the application in this work
is to structural instead of acoustic systems. In addition, Meggitt et al. (2019) processed
the data differently by averaging transfer functions between input and output points prior
to inversion of the data. In this effort, the number of blocked forces used is varied and
results are compared to direct measurement at a target response for both correlated and
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uncorrelated assumptions.

These comparisons are useful for showing when the

uncorrelated assumption is preferred.
4.3

Blocked force determination for an engine cover bolted on plate

4.3.1

Engine cover test set-up

For engine peripherals like the valve cover shown in Figure 4-2 or an oil pan,
peripherals are bolted tightly to the support structure at several locations. Energy is
transferred from the supporting structure to the valve cover at the bolted locations, but
there is also energy transfer in between bolted locations. A rubber gasket runs around the
periphery of the valve cover, and both gasket and valve cover are deformed when
attached to the supporting structure. Since the receiving structure, the valve cover in this
case, deforms when it is bolted down, a blocked force approach is much more convenient
than classical TPA which requires isolation of the source and would not consider cover
deflection.

Figure 4-2 Photograph showing valve cover bolted to plastic support structure
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The dimensions of the engine valve cover are 0.65 m × 0.2 m × 0.1 m (𝐿 × 𝑊 × 𝐻).
The valve cover is affixed to a plastic (polycarbonate) plate with dimensions of 0.8 m ×
0.25 m × 3 mm (𝐿 × 𝑊 × 𝑇). The plastic plate is used as the source structure and a 50lbs electromagnetic shaker (MB Dynamic 50) is used to drive the plastic plate and
attached valve cover as shown in Figure 4-3. The plastic plate is excited at a single
location near the middle of the plate with white noise. Dense foam was placed between
the support table and plastic plate for isolation purposes. The engine cover is bolted to
the plastic plate with 14 bolts along the periphery.
Vibrational energy will be transferred from the support structure at the bolted
locations as well as between them. If input force locations are assumed at only the 14
bolted locations, the rule-of-thumb suggests 28 response locations on the valve cover
which would necessitate measurement of 14 × 28 transfer functions. In order to reduce
the measurement time, it is desirable to determine a set of blocked forces that will
adequately represent the response but require fewer measurements. The number of input
forces is varied in this study from 2 up to 14.

Figure 4-3 Photograph showing electromagnetic shaker positioned under plastic cover
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A schematic showing a top view of the valve cover is shown in Figure 4-4. The 14
blocked force input locations are shown in red and are labeled positions 101 through 114.
Blocked forces are assumed to be normal to the engine cover (i.e., moments are not
included). There are 21 indicator positions (201-221) spread evenly over the engine
cover. Measured responses at the indicator positions are used to predict the blocked
forces. 7 target locations (301-307) are shown in green. Target locations are response
locations that are not used in the inverse process but are rather positions where the
response is predicted using the blocked forces. The approximate coordinates of each
position are included in Table 4-1.

Figure 4-4 Schematic showing blocked force input and target response locations
White noise excitation was used, and accelerations (PCB 333B30 Accelerometers) at
the indicator and target locations were measured. All data was acquired using an 8channel Siemens SCADAS SCM01 using the Test.Lab software. Transfer functions were
measured using an impact hammer (PCB 086C03) to excite the structure at each of the
blocked force locations. Dummy masses were used to replace accelerometers after they
were moved to other locations in order to prevent mass loading effects.
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Table 4-1 Position numbers and coordinates for engine cover plate measurement case
Points

X (mm)

Y (mm)

Z (mm)

Points

No.

X (mm)

Y (mm)

Z (mm)

No.

101

0

0

30

208

477

148

28

102

75

-20

30

209

378

148

28

103

150

-20

30

210

210

148

30

104

250

-20

30

211

100

148

28

105

350

-20

30

212

-9

63

28

106

450

-20

30

301

98

35

80

107

550

-20

30

302

190

35

80

108

625

-20

30

303

298

35

80

109

625

125

30

304

398

35

80

110

455

135

30

305

497

35

80

111

355

135

30

306

600

35

80

112

255

135

30

307

600

115

66

113

70

120

30

308

522

148

70

114

5

130

30

309

396

148

55

201

111

12

50

310

298

148

58

202

197

12

50

311

151

148

62

203

295

12

50

312

-9

65

65

204

395

12

50

401

26

93

113

205

496

12

50

402

183

93

113

206

590

12

50

403

360

93

113

207

585

145

27

404

535

93

113
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4.3.2

Correlated and uncorrelated blocked force prediction

Blocked forces were determined assuming both correlated and uncorrelated forces.
If correlated forces are assumed, phase is included for both the accelerations 𝐚 and
transfer functions 𝐆 when determining the inverse forces. This is the typical blocked
force approach. Since the engine cover is curved, it is not straightforward to estimate
what the necessary number of blocked forces will be along the interface a priori unless a
finite element analysis is first performed to identify the approximate structural bending
wavelength 𝜆𝐵 . It is assumed that such an analysis will not be performed, and the testing
personnel will need to estimate a number of blocked forces with little knowledge of the
structure.
All inverse blocked forces are determined in narrowband and are then used to predict
target responses in narrowband. The predicted responses are then summed in one-third
octave bands and compared to direct measurement.

Figure 4-5 Measured and correlated blocked force predicted acceleration at target 304
Figure 4-5 compares the narrowband response between correlated blocked force
predictions and direct measurement of the response in narrowband at a single position.
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Results agree well up to 600 Hz. Results above 600 Hz are much worse, and at some
frequencies the difference exceeds 10 dB.
Figure 4-6 shows average results from the 7 target response locations in one-third
octave bands. For each set of calculations, all 21 indicator responses (i.e., accelerations)
are used, but the number of blocked forces is varied from 2 up to 14. After the blocked
forces are determined, the blocked forces are then used to calculate accelerations at the
target locations. From Figure 4-6, it can be observed that the blocked force predictions
compare well with direct measurement below 500 Hz, which agrees with the narrowband
results for comparison at a single target location. Although the predicted results do
improve with increasing the number of correlated blocked forces between 500 Hz and
1000 Hz, there is no improvement at higher frequencies (above 1000 Hz). In fact,
predicted results do not appear to be converging to direct measurement regardless of the
number of blocked forces selected.

Figure 4-6 Measured and correlated blocked force predicted acceleration averaged at
target locations for different numbers of blocked forces
For the uncorrelated case, only the magnitudes of the measured accelerations and
transfer functions are used in the calculations. Uncorrelated predictions are compared to
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direct measurement in Figure 4-7. It can be observed that predicted results do not
compare quite as well as those predicted using the correlated assumption at the lower
frequencies. However, uncorrelated predictions are likely adequate for many purposes
even at lower frequencies though they are not as useful if narrowband information is
more appropriate. Note also that the predicted results converge if as few as 5 blocked
forces are used for the prediction. It is not essential to select the number of uncorrelated
blocked forces a priori since predictions seem to converge as more forces are added.

Figure 4-7 Measured and uncorrelated blocked force predicted acceleration averaged at
target locations for different numbers of blocked forces
Since it has been validated that uncorrelated blocked forces can give accurate
prediction results at high frequency, the further validation is to prove if the uncorrelated
blocked forces can predict the effect of a design change.
4.3.3

Utilization of uncorrelated blocked forces for predicting the effect of
modifications

As a further validation, a modification was made to the engine cover by affixing an
additional 0.7 kg cylinder mass to the surface of engine cover at the location shown in
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Figure 4-8. The blocked forces using the uncorrelated assumption were then used to
predict the response at the target locations after modification.

Figure 4-8 Cylindrical mass glued to surface of the engine cover
The directly measured average target responses are shown in Figure 4-9 (a) for the
baseline and modified cases.

It can be observed that adding the cylindrical mass

increases the response in the 125 and 160 Hz 1/3-octave bands while the response
decreases in the bands between 250 and 400 Hz. However, there is little change above
500 Hz.
These effects can also be observed if 8 blocked forces are used to compute the
responses on the cover shown in Figure 4-9 (b). The average response decreases at 125
and 160 Hz while increasing at 250 and 315 Hz. Moreover, there is little difference after
modification above 500 Hz. These results demonstrate that blocked forces using the
uncorrelated assumption can be used to predict the effect of a design change.
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Figure 4-9 Comparison of average acceleration before and after modification (a) Direct
measurement (b) Uncorrelated blocked forces predicted results
4.4

Uncorrelated blocked force determination for a compressor bolted on thin
plate and shell structures

4.4.1

Compressor bolted on thin steel plate

An air compressor (Thomas Model No. 2660CE37) with maximum dimensions of
20.5 cm × 9 cm × 18 cm and mass of 8.62 kg was bolted to a 0.6 m × 0.6 m × 1.6 mm
steel plate as shown in Figure 4-10. The air compressor is treated as the source and the
steel plate as the receiver.

The obvious interface between the source and receiver

subsystem is at the 4 bolted connection points. However, these attachment points lie
under the compressor and are difficult to impact directly. Though reciprocity might be
used in this specific case, it would not be possible if the bottom compressor surface was
closer to the plate it is affixed to. In addition, it generally takes more time to measure the
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transfer functions with a reciprocity approach especially if a multi-channel data
acquisition system is used.

Figure 4-10 Small compressor attached to plate
This example was also considered in Chapter 3 using correlated sources in
narrowband. It was shown that an alternate interface selected around the periphery of the
air compressor as shown in Figure 4-11a might be used. 8 blocked forces (101-108) were
created on the alternate interface. 13 (201-213) indicators were evenly spaced on the steel
plate and 3 target locations (301-303) were selected as shown in Figure 4-11b. The
detailed coordinates of each location are listed in Table 4-2. Only the normal direction to
the plate is considered since the plate is much stiffer in-plane than in bending. Rotational
moments and displacements are not considered in the analysis.
Both correlated and uncorrelated blocked forces are used to predict the responses at
the target locations. The results were converted into one-third octave bands and averaged
between the 3 target locations. It can be observed that correlated and uncorrelated
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predictions compare well with direct measurement as shown in Figures 4-12 and 4-13
respectively at frequencies below the 250 Hz one-third octave band.

However,

uncorrelated blocked forces compare slightly better above the 250 Hz one-third octave
band though there are some minor discrepancies in the 500 Hz and 1000 Hz one-third
octave bands.

Figure 4-11 Blocked force determination of compressor bolted on steel plate (a) Blocked
force locations on alternate interface (b) Target response locations on steel plate

Figure 4-12 Measured and correlated blocked force predicted acceleration averaged at
target locations for different numbers of blocked forces
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Figure 4-13 Measured and uncorrelated blocked force predicted acceleration averaged at
target locations for different numbers of blocked forces
A 5 kg mass was then glued to the steel plate to change the receiver subsystem as
shown in Figure 4-14. The calculated blocked forces (correlated and uncorrelated) at 4
locations were used to predict the responses at the target locations after modification.
Predicted results using the correlated and uncorrelated models are compared to direct
measurement in Figure 4-15. It can be observed that both the correlated and uncorrelated
assumptions produce similar results in this example. If 8 blocked forces are used instead,
correlated and uncorrelated predictions are almost identical to each other.

The

uncorrelated model may be slightly better at 2000 Hz and above, but results are
inconclusive. Nonetheless, it can be concluded that uncorrelated predictions are at least
as accurate as correlated results at most one-third octave band frequencies.
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Figure 4-14 Modification with mass glued on the steel plate

Figure 4-15 Measured, uncorrelated and correlated blocked force predicted acceleration
averaged at target locations after modification

4.4.2

Compressor bolted on cylinder drum

The placement of uncorrelated blocked forces on shells was investigated using the
example shown in Figure 4-16. The same air compressor mentioned previously was
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bolted to the top of the steel cylinder as shown in Figure 4-16. The thickness of both the
top plate and cylinder is 1.6 mm. The radius of the cylinder is 0.14 m with height of 0.3
m. The air compressor and top plate are considered as the source and the cylinder is the
receiver structure.
Blocked forces were determined along an offset interface 2 cm away from the
welded edge. 8 blocked force positions (101-108) were evenly spaced at 1.1 cm apart.
There were 17 measurement locations (201-217) distributed evenly on the cylinder and 3
target locations (301-303). The detailed coordinates of each position are listed in Table 3.
During the test, the assembled system was placed on foam to simulate a free-free
boundary condition. All measurements were exclusively in the normal direction since
other directions on the shell are very stiff.

Figure 4-16 Uncorrelated blocked force determination (a) Cylinder drum test set-up (b)
Input force and target response locations
Both correlated and uncorrelated blocked forces are used to predict the responses at
the target locations. The results were converted into one-third octave bands and averaged
between the 3 target locations. Both correlated and uncorrelated prediction results
compare well with measured results as shown in Figures 4-17 and 4-18 respectively. The
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results demonstrate that both methods are acceptable for a stiff structure like a cylindrical
shell even above the 1000 Hz one-third octave band. However, errors appear to be
slightly less at 1000 Hz and above if the uncorrelated assumption is used especially if
only 2 or 4 blocked forces are used.

Figure 4-17 Measured and correlated blocked force predicted acceleration averaged at
target locations for different numbers of blocked forces

Figure 4-18 Measured and uncorrelated blocked force predicted acceleration averaged at
target locations for different numbers of blocked forces
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The results validated that the uncorrelated blocked forces can also give accurate
prediction results at high frequency for a thin shell and the uncorrelated blocked force
predicted results will converge no matter how many input forces used.
4.5

Conclusions

In prior work by the authors, it was shown that blocked forces could be measured on
an offset interface at discrete positions along that interface for plate structures. This is
especially useful when the interface between the source and receiver is difficult to
instrument or when an interface is not easily identifiable. It was concluded that blocked
force locations should be spaced approximately 0.5𝜆𝐵 apart where 𝜆𝐵 is the bending
wavelength for the plate. Hence, the number of blocked forces needed can be determined
even before measurement. However, the number of the blocked forces will be too large if
results are desired at high frequencies.
In this research, it has been shown that blocked forces can be determined using an
uncorrelated source assumption at higher frequencies. Doing so has the added benefit of
reducing the number of blocked forces and number of measurements. The procedure has
been applied to a complicated engine valve cover that is typical of engine peripherals
such as covers, oil pans, and heat shields. It has been shown that the uncorrelated blocked
forces can also be used to predict the effect of modifications to the receiving structure.
Uncorrelated blocked forces were also demonstrated to be useful for analysis of plate and
shell structures typical of those used in the heavy equipment and mining industries.
This work is introductory in nature.

A great deal of additional research is

recommended for developing best practices for processing the data and selecting
measurement locations if the correlated or uncorrelated blocked force approach is used.
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CHAPTER 5. A DEMONSTRATION OF INVERSE DETERMINATION OF
ACOUSTIC BLOCKED SOURCES IN DUCTS

Determination of inverse blocked forces is a topic of considerable interest because the
effect of changing the receiver can be predicted using them. This methodology has been
primarily used for structural applications and especially plate and shell structures. This
research demonstrates that a similar procedure can be used to determine acoustic blocked
sources on a plane along the cross-section of a duct with the downstream portion of the
duct serving as the receiver subsystem. This may be considered as a three-dimensional
equivalent of source impedance and source strength. If a continuous source distribution is
applied across the plane, these sources should be appropriate regardless of how the
system is modified downstream so long as the upstream geometry is unchanged.
However, there will be some level of approximation if discrete point sources are
reconstructed as they are in this work. The approach is first validated using acoustic finite
element simulation. It is then demonstrated using a measured case where a duct is
attached to a small source room. Sources are determined along a plane within the duct.
The downstream side of the duct is then modified, and it is shown that the acoustic
blocked sources predict the downstream response.

5.1

Introduction

Transfer path analysis has become a standard procedure for determination of inverse
forces in structural applications.

Internal machine forces are unable to be directly

measured and so indirect measurements are used to identify the forces.
utilization of the procedure are numerous.

Papers on the

Transfer functions are measured between

selected source and receiver locations, and an inverse procedure is used to determine the
unknown sources.

Oftentimes, reciprocity is used advantageously to simplify
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measurement of the transfer functions particularly if source location positions are
difficult to excite using an impact hammer.
There are several different variations on the way transfer functions are measured
which results in some confusion. Often, the source structure is disconnected or isolated
from the system. When so, the procedure is known as classical TPA and inversely
determined forces are called contact forces. Contact forces are beneficial for assessing
contributions from different force locations but are no longer useable when the receiver
structure is modified. In other situations, the source is not removed, and inverse forces
are determined on the source structure. In fact, there may be no clear interface between
source and receive subsystem. These forces are dubbed pseudo-forces. While easier to
determine, there is no guarantee whether the sources will or will not be appropriate if the
source or receiver structures are modified. Blocked forces are like pseudo-forces in that
the source is not decoupled from the receiver structure. However, inverse forces are
identified on the interface between source and receiver structures. The advantage of
using blocked forces is that the receiver structure may now be modified, and the blocked
forces are the same. Moorhouse (2009) proved this in prior work.
In prior work by the authors, it was shown that blocked forces could be measured
on an offset interface at discrete positions along that interface for both plate and shell
structures. In the current work, a similar process is used to determine acoustic blocked
sources at discrete locations along the cross-section of a duct.

There is practical

motivation in doing so. Below the plane wave cutoff frequency, the procedures for
characterizing an acoustic source are well-established and the source is typically
considered as a combination of a source impedance and source strength. Above the plane
wave cutoff, the procedure is not so well established and is the aim of the current work.
If the one-dimensional acoustic source representation is compared to the
mechanical blocked force concept, there are clear analogies. The acoustic source
impedance corresponds to the source structure impedance, and the source strength
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corresponds to the blocked force. It is reasonable to conclude that similar procedures may
be used to determine a set of acoustic sources so long as the upstream geometry is
unmodified. Also, it is assumed that flow is negligible.
Bobrovnitski and Pavic (2003) developed an airborne source model based on
source impedance and blocked sound pressures (i.e., acoustic sources).
invariant with respect to the surrounding acoustical environment.

Both were

In similar work,

Moorhouse (2005) suggested a virtual acoustic prototype where acoustic sources are
positioned around a source structure. Though not called blocked acoustic sources at the
time, the idea is the same.
In subsequent research, Meggitt et al. (2019) determined blocked acoustic sources
to reconstruct fan noise in a small duct. To validate the method, Meggitt et al. (2019)
changed the length of the duct and demonstrated that the blocked acoustic sources would
still produce nearly the same response pressure at a downstream location. Meggitt et al.
showed that an equivalent source at the interface between source and receiver can
produce the same response at the receiver while the original source is inactive. It was
assumed that the particle velocity jump condition across continuous interface can be
represented by a finite number of monopoles. The work in this paper builds upon the
ideas of Meggit et al. (2019) and applies it to cases similar to heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) ductwork.
The current research begins by testing the validity of using a finite number of
blocked sources on a cross-sectional plane to characterize an upstream source using
acoustic finite element simulation. This is followed by experimental validation where a
duct is attached to a small source room. The experiment performed is similar to the
standardized insertion loss measurement approach detailed in ASTM E477-13 (1996) in
which a tested duct is positioned between a source and a reverberant room (or anechoic
room). The source room consists of several loudspeakers in order to produce a semi-
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reverberant field. The method is then extended to higher frequencies by assuming that the
sources are uncorrelated with on another.
5.2

Theory

Bobrovnitskii (2001) showed that in a composite elastic assembled system, the
response field of a receiver subsystem can be reproduced identically through a kinematic
excitation at the source-receiver interface, when the original source is inactive. The
theory was applied by Meggitt (2019) for the formulation of an inverse procedure
suitable for the independent characterization of in-duct acoustic sources. The derivation is
briefly summarized below.
Considering an assembled duct in Figure 5-1, an acoustic source is active inside the
duct with pressure of 𝐏𝐞𝐬 and volume velocity of 𝐕𝐞𝐬 . It’s assumed that the continuous
interface a is separating the source and receiver sub-systems.

Figure 5-1 General case with assembled duct
For the assembled system, with the application of the continuity and compatibility
conditions:
𝐏𝐚𝐬 = 𝐏𝐚𝐫

(5-1)

𝐕𝐚𝐬 = 𝐕𝐚𝐫

(5-2)

With an additional third boundary condition (anechoic termination)
𝐏𝐛𝐫 = 𝟎

(5-3)

This assembled system will be defined as the general case and the aim is to find a set
of reconstructed sources applied to the interface a, while the original source is inactive,
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which can generate the same response in the receiver sub-system as the general case.
According to Bobrovnitskii (2001), this will be achieved by considering the solution to
the general case as the sum of two simpler problems, referred as auxiliary case 1 and 2.
In auxiliary case 1, the boundary conditions can be chosen arbitrarily and the
boundary condition of auxiliary case 2 will be derived according case 1. With the aim of
independently characterizing the source sub-system, the boundary conditions of case 1
are chosen such that the source and receiver sub-systems are uncoupled, with the pressure
𝐬
source 𝐏𝐞𝐬 being active (𝐏𝐞𝟏
= 𝐏𝐞𝐬 ). The schematic with boundary conditions of auxiliary

case 1 is illustrated in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2 Boundary conditions of auxiliary case 1
The interface volume velocity of the uncoupled source subsystem is referred as free
𝐬
volume velocity of the source subsystem and 𝐕𝐚𝟏
= 𝐕𝐟𝐬 . The free volume velocity is an

intrinsic property of the source subsystem, and independent of the receiver subsystem.
The boundary conditions of auxiliary case 2 must be determined so the sum of
𝐬
auxiliary case 1 and 2 results in the general case. With 𝐏𝐞𝟏
= 𝐏𝐞𝐬 , pressure source of
𝐬
auxiliary case 2 should be 𝐏𝐞𝟐
= 𝟎 . Then we can express Equation (5-1) with the

summation of auxiliary case 1 and 2 as:
𝐬
𝐬
𝐫
𝐫
𝐏𝐚𝟏
+ 𝐏𝐚𝟐
= 𝐏𝐚𝟏
+ 𝐏𝐚𝟐

(5-4)

𝐬
𝐫
With 𝐏𝐚𝟏
= 𝐏𝐚𝟏
= 𝟎, the continuity condition of auxiliary case 2 can be derived:
𝐬
𝐫
𝐏𝐚𝟐
= 𝐏𝐚𝟐

(5-5)

Similarly, Equation (5-2) can be expressed as:
𝐬
𝐬
𝐫
𝐫
𝐕𝐚𝟏
+ 𝐕𝐚𝟐
= 𝐕𝐚𝟏
+ 𝐕𝐚𝟐

(5-6)

𝐬
𝐬
𝐫
With 𝐕𝐚𝟏
= 𝐕𝐛𝐬
and 𝐕𝐚𝟏
= 𝟎, the compatibility condition of auxiliary case 2 is found:
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𝐬
𝐫
𝐕𝐚𝟐
− 𝐕𝐚𝟐
= 𝐕𝐟𝐬

(5-7)

Equation (5-5) and (5-7) describe the boundary conditions required by auxiliary case 2,
and the schematic with boundary conditions is illustrated in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3 Boundary conditions of auxiliary case 2
𝐫
Since in auxiliary case 1, the receiver’s response field is 𝐕𝐛𝟏
= 𝟎. And the sum of

two auxiliary cases must be equal to the general case, so the receiver’s response field for
𝐫
auxiliary case 2 should be 𝐕𝐛𝟐
= 𝐕𝐛𝒓 . Therefore, a reconstructed source in auxiliary case 2

can reproduce an identical response field in the receiver as the general case. Moreover,
this reconstructed source is directly proportional to the source subsystem’s free volume
velocity. Since this approach is similar to the in situ blocked forces by Moorhouse, the
reconstructed sources are referred as the acoustic blocked sources. The equations are
simple and can be expressed as
{𝐩}𝐦 = [𝐇]𝐦×𝐧 {𝐐}𝐧
5.3

(5-8)

Acoustic Blocked Source Determination on Offset Layer of HVAC Duct using
Simulation Model

5.3.1

Straight duct simulation model

Acoustic finite element simulation was first used to validate the approach prior to
testing. A schematic of the duct geometry is shown in Figure 5-4 and is representative of
the typical approach to measure insertion loss in HVAC duct components. The modeling
approach was used by Ruan and Herrin (2016) and was validated with measurement. The
aim of this analysis is to determine acoustic blocked sources along a cross-sectional plane
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as shown in Figure 5-4. Twenty monopole sources with random amplitudes were evenly
spaced on a hemisphere surrounding the inlet of the straight duct to simulate a diffuse
field at the entrance to the duct. Both the inlet and outlet to the duct were simulated as a
hemisphere with radius equal the cross-sectional dimension of the duct. As shown in
Figure 5-4, an automatically matched layer (AML) boundary condition was applied on
the hemispherical surfaces which simulates a reflection free boundary.

Figure 5-4 Straight duct simulation model with reconstructed acoustic blocked sources
The acoustic finite element model shown in Figure 5-5 was prepared in ANSYS and
then imported into Siemens Virtual.Lab. Only the acoustic cavity (air density 1.225
kg/m3 and speed of sound 343 m/s) inside the duct was simulated and no duct structural
plating was included. Hence, boundaries at the acoustic model are assumed rigid unless
otherwise defined.
Acoustic blocked sources were determined on the cross-sectional plane indicated
in Figure 5-4. The objective was to define a set of monopole sources on the layer which
would ideally produce the same sound pressure downstream as the original set of
monopole sources on the hemisphere.
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Figure 5-5 Finite element model of straight duct
A schematic showing the dimensions of the duct and relative position for each layer
is shown in Figure 5-6. The length of the duct is 3 m and the duct cross-section 0.4 m ×
0.4 m. Nine acoustic blocked sources labeled as 101-109 (each monopole is considered
as one acoustic blocked source) were positioned on the cross-sectional plane located 0.3
m away from the inlet. Downstream of the duct, 32 response points were created on 4
different layers: each 0.2 m away from the other. Each layer consists of 7 indicator
positions and 1 target, so there are 28 indicators labeled as 201-228 and 4 targets labeled
as 301-304. Indicators are used to determine the volume velocities of the acoustic
blocked sources.

Targets are used to check the accuracy of the calculated volume

velocities by multiplying them by transfer functions and comparing with direct
simulation. The coordinates for all positions are included in Table 5-1.

Figure 5-6 Schematic showing straight duct dimension with positions of different layers
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Table 5-1 Position numbers and coordinates for acoustic blocked source of straight duct
Points No.

X (mm)

Y(mm)

Z(mm)

Points No.

X (mm)

Y(mm)

Z(mm)

101

-150

155

300

213

42

-68

2400

102

-25

155

300

214

-161

-72

2400

103

115

155

300

215

152

30

2600

104

-115

25

300

216

19

163

2600

105

15

25

300

217

-77

-150

2600

106

155

25

300

218

153

-190

2600

107

-105

-115

300

219

-57

15

2600

108

15

-115

300

220

-90

-173

2600

109

155

-115

300

221

-138

-60

2600

201

168

145

2200

222

167

45

2800

202

45

60

2200

223

34

178

2800

203

-160

149

2200

224

42

-34

2800

204

-55

66

2200

225

168

-175

2800

205

154

-159

2200

226

-42

30

2800

206

48

-62

2200

227

-75

-158

2800

207

-155

-66

2200

228

-123

-45

2800

208

-50

-135

2400

301

-38

-159

2200

209

39

54

2400

302

162

139

2400

210

-166

143

2400

303

27

-49

2600

211

-61

60

2400

304

-166

128

2800

212

148

-165

2400
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Finite element simulation was used to determine a) the sound pressures at the
response positions {𝑝}𝑚 and b) the transfer functions between responses and acoustic
blocked sources {𝐻}𝑚×𝑛 . Using an inverse least squares approach, the acoustic blocked
sources were calculated. Calculated acoustic blocked sources and transfer functions were
then used to predict the sound pressures at target positions. Figure 5-7 compares the
simulation exact responses to the acoustic blocked source predicted responses at the
target position 301.

Figure 5-7 Response comparison at target 301 for straight duct with correlated acoustic
blocked sources
The vertical dash line is the cutoff frequency for the straight duct, which is
approximately 430 Hz. With the plane wave assumption, the acoustic blocked source
predicted results should be accurate below the cutoff frequency with a single acoustic
blocked source. Above the cutoff frequency, additional acoustic blocked sources are
needed due to the higher order duct cross modes. During calculation, all phase
information is included in the operational response and transfer function information.
This assumption will be termed the correlated source assumption.
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Results in Figure 5-7 shows that increasing the number of acoustic blocked
sources improves the agreement between exact and predicted results at higher frequencies
when the correlated assumption is applied. There are large discrepancies between the
predicted and exact results above 1500 Hz even if 9 acoustic blocked sources are used.
Nonetheless, the 9 acoustic monopole representation of the source permits predicted at up
to 3 times the plane wave cutoff frequency.
In practice, it becomes impractical to keep increasing the number of blocked acoustic
sources since this multiplies the number of transfer function measurements.

If the

sources are assumed to be uncorrelated with one another, Equation 5-8 can be repurposed
with amplitudes for the sound pressures and transfer functions used instead and phase
ignored. This calculation process is termed the uncorrelated assumption. Sound pressure
predictions using the uncorrelated assumption are compared with measurement in Figure
5-8. Though discrepancies begin right after the cutoff frequency, much better agreement
is achieved above 1500 Hz compared with the correlated assumption.

Figure 5-8 Response comparison at target 301 for straight duct with uncorrelated acoustic
blocked sources
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This becomes more apparent when the results are summed in one-third octave bands.
Correlated and uncorrelated comparisons are shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10 for the same
data. Notice that the results using the correlated assumption diverge from the exact
sound pressure at a maximum frequency governed by the number of blocked sources
selected. Hence, 5 blocked sources permit accurate calculation up to the 800 Hz whereas
9 blocked sources enable predictions up to 1600 Hz. The uncorrelated assumption,
though approximate, is more appropriate at higher frequencies up to the 3000 Hz onethird octave band.

Figure 5-9 1/3 Octave bands response comparison at target 301 for straight duct with
correlated acoustic blocked sources
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Figure 5-10 1/3 Octave bands response comparison at target 301 for straight duct with
uncorrelated acoustic blocked sources
The results demonstrate that a combination of correlated and uncorrelated acoustic
blocked sources at a cross-sectional plane can be used predict an accurate response
downstream of the duct. These blocked sources at the interface between the source
(upstream) and receiver (downstream) subsystems should remain the same even if the
receiver subsystem is changed. This is confirmed in the next section.
5.3.2

Expansion chamber simulation model

Blocked acoustic sources have limited use if they are invalid after a change
downstream of the source is introduced. In order to validate that the acoustic blocked
sources are independent of the receiver subsystem, an expansion chamber was introduced
into the straight duct as shown in Figure 5-11(a). The cross-sectional dimension of the
expansion chamber is 0.8 m × 0.8 m.

The acoustic blocked source and response

measurement layers are indicated in the figure.
A finite element model of the modified expansion chamber is shown in Figure 511 (b), with the acoustic blocked sources and target locations where the sound pressure
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response is examined. The locations of the sources and sound pressure response points
are the same as the straight duct case and are detailed in Table 5-1.

Figure 5-11 Expansion chamber a) Schematic showing dimension of the simulation
model b) Finite element model of expansion chamber
The acoustic blocked sources determined using the straight duct multiplied by
modified transfer functions which include the expansion chamber. The sound pressure
level is predicted at the target locations. Results are first solved in narrowband and then
converted into third octave bands. Predictions are compared to the directly determined
sound pressure levels in Figures 5-12 and 5-13 for correlated and uncorrelated
assumptions respectively.

Results below the cutoff frequency are comparable if either

correlated or uncorrelated blocked sources are assumed.
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Figure 5-12 Response comparison at target 301 for simulation and prediction with
correlated assumption
The comparison results demonstrate that acoustic blocked sources can be used to
determine the sound pressure accurately at below the cutoff frequency if either the
correlated or uncorrelated assumption used. In the middle frequency range (above cutoff
frequency and up to 1600 Hz), correlated source predictions compare well with the exact
sound pressure and agreement is improved as more sources are included.

At high

frequencies (1600 Hz and above), uncorrelated blocked source predictions compare well
with the exact sound pressure level. Although the correlated sources could be used, the
number of transfer functions needed for accurate inverse prediction will become
impractical.
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Figure 5-13 Response comparison at target 301 for simulation and prediction with
uncorrelated assumption
It is also of interest to determine whether the acoustic blocked sources can be used to
determine insertion loss.

Insertion loss is the difference in radiated sound power

between a baseline and modified case as shown in Figure 5-14.

Figure 5-14 Radiated sound power at outlet of duct a) Straight duct b) Straight duct with
absorption material added
The equation can be expressed as:
𝐈𝐋 = 𝐋𝐖,𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞 − 𝑳𝑾,𝒎𝒐𝒅

(5-9)

where 𝐿𝑊,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 and 𝐿𝑊,𝑚𝑜𝑑 are the radiated in sound power in dB for the baseline and
modified cases respectively.
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The radiated sound power can be calculated through the AML. Insertion loss results
are compared in Figure 5-15 using 9 correlated acoustic blocked sources. Because inside
the software, radiated sound power cannot be calculated directly with the uncorrelated
assumption. Therefore, for uncorrelated acoustic blocked sources, sound pressures are
predicted at 8 positions which are 0.4 m from the center of the duct outlet. The average
sound pressure level among the 8 positions was used to calculate the insertion loss after
the modification of the duct. Results in Figure 5-15 compare well and demonstrate that
the acoustic blocked sources can be used to determine the sound power.

Figure 5-15 Insertion loss of the expansion chamber for simulation and prediction results
The comparison results in the simulation model give us enough confidence in
reconstructed acoustic blocked sources, so more validation cases will be studied in actual
measurement case.
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5.4

Acoustic Blocked Source Determination on Offset Layer of HVAC Duct using
Experiments

5.4.1

Baseline case of straight duct

A source room with dimension 0.7 m × 0.7 m × 1.2 m (L×W×H) was constructed out
of 2 cm thick particle board as shown in Figure 5-16. Two loudspeakers were positioned
inside the source room and function as the operational sources. A 0.45 m length straight
duct having cross-sectional dimensions 0.3 m × 0.3 m (W×H) was connected to the
source room. The duct was created from the same particle board as the source room. To
avoid any leakage from the source room to the straight duct, all leaks and even potential
leaks were sealed with dense putty. Foam was placed under the duct to prevent any
reflections from the floor.

Figure 5-16 Straight duct attached to source room for measurement case
As shown in Figure 5-17, the acoustic blocked sources were assumed to lie upon a
cross-sectional plane located 0.1 m downstream of the source room entrance. There are 6
monopole sources (101-106) located on the layer along with 18 indicators (201-218) and
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3 targets (301-303). Indicators and targets are located downstream of the duct outlet and
lie upon three planes. The detailed coordinates for each position are tabulated in Table 52.
Table 5-2 Position numbers and coordinates for straight duct measurement case
Points No.

X (cm)

Y(cm)

Z(cm)

Points No.

X (cm)

Y(cm)

Z(cm)

101

-10

-5

-35

209

5

-33

30

102

-10

-15

-35

210

-25

3

30

103

-10

-25

-35

211

-25

-15

30

104

-20

-5

-35

212

-25

-33

30

105

-20

-15

-35

213

15

11

50

106

-20

-25

-35

214

15

-15

50

201

-5

-5

10

215

15

-41

50

202

-5

-15

10

216

-25

11

50

203

-5

-25

10

217

-25

-15

50

204

-25

-5

10

218

-25

-41

50

205

-25

-15

10

301

-15

-15

10

206

-25

-25

10

302

-10

-15

30

207

5

3

30

303

-5

-15

50

208

5

-15

30

Figure 5-17 Schematic showing position of input and output layers
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The sound pressure was first determined at the response locations with the two
loudspeakers in the source room turned on. All data was acquired using an 8-channel
Siemens SCADAS SCM01 using the Test.Lab software.

Measurements were made

sequentially at each response plane layer. One stationary microphone was used as a
phase reference for all measurements.
Transfer functions were then measured between reconstructed acoustic source
locations and response locations. The two loudspeakers in the source room were turned
off. A simple point monopole source was used that had been developed in prior work at
the University of Kentucky (2019).

To calibrate the volume velocity sources, a

microphone is placed 0.3 m away center of the source. The volume velocity can be
calculated using:
𝐐=

𝟒𝛑𝐑
∗𝐏
𝐢𝛒𝐜𝐤𝐞−𝐢𝐤𝐑

(5-10)

Where 𝑄 is the volume velocity of the source, 𝑃 is the sound pressure at the calibration
location, 𝑅 is the distance between source and calibration location, 𝑘 is the wave number,
𝜌 is the air density, and 𝑐 is the speed of sound.

Since the source is flow generated, a

wind screen was placed over the calibration microphone to avoid pseudo-noise when
making measurements. The monopole source was positioned at each receiver location
and transfer functions were measured taking advantage of reciprocity as shown in Figure
5-18.
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Figure 5-18 Transfer function measurement with reciprocity method
The acoustic blocked source locations were then determined using an inverse least
squares calculation. Sound pressures at the target locations were then determined using
the acoustic blocked sources and measured transfer functions between sources and targets.
The targets were not previously used for the inverse calculation. These sound pressures
are used to check whether calculated blocked sources are representative of the source.
The measured sound pressure is compared to the blocked source prediction in Figure 519. The predicted results were calculated with the correlated assumption, where both
amplitude and phase were included in the calculation.
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Figure 5-19 Measured and correlated blocked source predicted pressure averaged at
target locations for different numbers of blocked sources
The sound pressures were averaged at 3 target locations and compared in Figure 5-19.
The results demonstrated that increasing the number of acoustic blocked sources
improves agreement with measurement at higher frequencies. As anticipated, more
acoustic blocked sources are needed to capture higher order cross modes inside the duct.
However, it was observed that the predicted results will become noisier when the number
of acoustic blocked sources increases. The reason is due to measurement error
amplification resulting from inversion of the ill-conditioned transfer function matrix.
When singular value rejection (2003) is introduced to the inverse calculation, correlation
is improved as shown in Figure 5-20. For the singular value rejection method, 10% of
the largest singular value for the transfer function matrix was chosen as the threshold, and
any smaller singular values are replaced with 0 after inverting the matrix.
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Figure 5-20 Comparison of exact to predicted responses with no conditioning and with
singular value rejection
Though noisiness is reduced and correlation improved up to 500 Hz, agreement is
still poor above that frequency.
uncorrelated assumption is used.

Agreement can be improved, however, if the
Comparisons to direct measurement using correlated

and uncorrelated acoustic blocked source predictions are shown in Figures 5-21 and 5-22
respectively. Results were averaged and converted into one-third octave bands at the
three target locations. It can be observed that results diverge above 500 Hz if correlated
sources are assumed. Uncorrelated predictions are improved though sound pressure
results are approximately 3 dB low between 400 and 1600 Hz.
agreement between prediction and direct measurement is improved.
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Above 1600 Hz,

Figure 5-21 Measured and correlated blocked source predicted sound pressure averaged
at target locations for different numbers of blocked sources

Figure 5-22 Measured and uncorrelated blocked source predicted sound pressure
averaged at target locations for different numbers of blocked sources
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5.4.2

Modified case of straight duct with absorption material

The acoustic blocked sources are further validated by assessing whether they are
usable after a modification is introduced downstream. For the modification case, a 1 m
long lined duct with cross-sectional dimension 0.4 m × 0.4 m (𝑊 × 𝐻) is connected to
the outlet of the straight duct as shown in Figure 5-23. As shown in Figure 5-24, 5 cm
fiberglass was glued on each side of the lined duct. The added fiberglass dramatically
attenuates the sound pressure level at the new target locations.

Figure 5-23 Modification case with lined duct adding to the straight duct
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Figure 5-24 Lined duct with 5 cm fiberglass on each side
The previously determined acoustic blocked sources are used again and are
multiplied by newly measure transfer functions between source locations and responses.
There were again 3 sound pressure response layers and they are located at the same
positions with respect to the duct outlet.

Sound pressure levels are determined at the

target locations and are compared to direct measurement in Figures 5-25 and 5-26 with
correlated and uncorrelated blocked sources respectively. Sound pressure levels are
averaged and converted into one-third octave bands. After adding the fiberglass, the
sound pressure level at the target locations is reduced by as much as 40 dB in certain
bands. It can be observed that both correlated and uncorrelated acoustic blocked sources
provide accurate predictions up to 2000 Hz. At frequencies above the 3150 Hz one-third
octave band, uncorrelated acoustic blocked sources are preferable. These results suggest
that the acoustic blocked sources are independent of receiver subsystem and a
combination of correlated and uncorrelated acoustic blocked sources can provide accurate
sound pressure level predictions in one-third octave bands.
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Figure 5-25 Measured and correlated blocked source predicted sound pressure after
modification

Figure 5-26 Measured and uncorrelated blocked source predicted sound pressure after
modification
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5.5

Conclusions

In prior work by the authors, it was shown that blocked forces could be measured on
an offset interface at discrete positions along that interface for plate and shell structures.
This is especially useful when the interface between the source and receiver is difficult to
instrument or when an interface is not easily identifiable. Moreover, with the combination
of correlated and uncorrelated blocked forces, an accurate prediction result can be
achieved over a broadband frequency range.
In this research, a similar approach can be used to determine acoustic blocked
sources on a planar cross-section surface. The assumption is that the reconstructed
acoustic blocked sources should be able to well represent the original source and be
dependent on the source only. The assumption is first validated in the simulation model
then in the measurement case. The baseline case was chosen as a straight duct, with the
modification cases of adding an expansion chamber to simulation model and adding
absorption materials to measurement case. With the combination of correlated and
uncorrelated sources, a broadband agreement at target locations was achieved even after
the modification. Moreover, the reconstructed acoustic blocked sources were also
demonstrate to accurately predict radiated sound power at the outlet of the duct, so the
insertion loss after a modification can be accurately predicted.
In the measurement case, singular value rejection was applied to the transfer
function matrix and better prediction results were achieved. The reconstructed acoustic
blocked sources were proved to be representative of the original sources from a source
room attached to a duct, and may be used to predict the effect after modification of the
duct.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1

Summary

This dissertation investigates the use of indirect measurement approaches to
determine blocked forces or acoustic sources. Blocked force methods are similar to other
source identification approaches like classical TPA and pseudo-force determination. The
major steps are as follows. 1) Inverse force locations are selected on the interface
between source and receiver subsystems. 2) Transfer functions between inverse force
locations and easily measured response locations are measured with the sources turned
off. The source and receiver subsystems remain assembled together for this step unlike
the classical TPA approach. 3) Response measurements are made on a receiver
subsystem with the sources turned on. 4) An inverse matrix approach is used to determine
the unknown forces. 5) Unknown forces are checked by multiplying them by transfer
functions not used in Step 4 to determine the response at selected positions. The predicted
response is compared with direct measurement. If agreement is good, the forces are
assumed to be representative of the actual source. Moorhouse et al. (2009) showed that
the blocked forces are unchanged when the receiver subsystem is modified. This property
makes blocked forces ideal for use in examining modifications to the receiver subsystem
in simulation.
The first part of the dissertation examines the determination of blocked forces on
plate and shell structures. In many cases, the most natural interface between source and
receiver components is not easily instrumented. For example, compressors and pumps are
often mounted directly to frames and it is difficult to locate sensors close the mounts or
bolted attachments. In cases like this, it will be more convenient to determine blocked
forces on an offset interface where the source-receiver interface is moved slightly away
from the more natural interface.
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Both the suitability of using an offset interface and how many blocked forces are
required on that interface was investigated. Based on simulation and measurement
results, a rule of thumb was developed for plates and shells. It is recommended that
measurement locations be spaced no greater than 0.5 bending wavelengths apart. The
methodology was proven experimentally for a small compressor source mounted to a
plate and frame structure. A similar investigation was then performed on a cylindrical
shell.
It is noteworthy that the plate bending wavelength decreases with frequency. Hence,
more discrete blocked force locations are required along an interface at higher
frequencies. Since the number of transfer function measurements increases with the
number of blocked forces, the measurement time can become prohibitive at higher
frequencies. The second part of the thesis investigates a simplification to the approach
that will permit fewer blocked forces to be used at higher frequencies. This is
accomplished by assuming that sources are uncorrelated with each other. This is a
common assumption in high frequency analysis approaches like statistical energy
analysis. It is demonstrated that uncorrelated blocked forces can be used to determine the
response at high frequencies so long as the responses are considered in one-third octave
bands. Results indicate that the 0.5 bending wavelength guideline can be relaxed which
makes the method practicable at higher frequencies.
The final phase of the work investigated whether similar methods could be used to
identify acoustic blocked sources. The acoustic blocked source approach was validated
using both simulation and measurement on a duct system similar to those found in
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning duct applications. It was shown that acoustic
blocked sources could be used to determine the sound pressure at response locations well
above the plane wave cutoff frequency in the duct. It was also demonstrated that the
uncorrelated source assumption could be used to extend the frequency range without
increasing the number of acoustic blocked sources.
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6.2

Contributions and future work

The main contributions of this dissertation will be summarized below
1. This dissertation validated that blocked forces could be determined on an offset
interface that is more convenient to instrument, and the determined blocked forces
can still well represent the original source.
2. A recommendation based on bending structural wavelength was given to select
the number of blocked forces needed on the offset interface. For plates and shells,
it was recommended that blocked force locations be spaced no greater than 0.5
bending wavelengths apart.
3. Uncorrelated assumptions were validated to predict accurate responses in onethird octave bands at high frequencies with fewer blocked forces used.
4. Modifications were made to the receiver subsystems of plate structures, and both
correlated and uncorrelated blocked forces on the offset interface were validated
to predict accurate responses after the modifications.
5. Acoustic blocked sources determined on an offset interface in a duct system were
also validated to well represent the original sources. Combination of correlated
and uncorrelated blocked sources can predict accurate responses even after
modifications over a broadband frequency range.
On structure side, the current work is mainly focused on thin plate and shell
structures and only normal translation forces are considered in the examples. In the
future, research can be expanded to solid structures with moments included. On acoustic
side, the acoustic blocked sources on an offset interface were proven to give the same
responses downstream of the duct with original source being inactive. If the phases of the
determined acoustic blocked sources are shifted 180° , the responses downstream of the
duct should get canceled with original sources being active. Therefore, future research
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can be focused on controlling the signals of the determined acoustic blocked sources, so
the noise coming from the original sources can be cancelled.
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